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ALKUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, MAY 7, M)0tf.

VOLUME 20

This Panoramic View

NUMBER

of San Francisco as it Looks Today Was Taken From the Fairmount Hotel on Nob Hill. It Shows the Territory Devasted by the Fire,
Although Much of the Section Back of Market Street in the Distance Was Burned Over.
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LIEUTENANT

CANNON IS
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OF MORTALS

BY BURGLARS
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UNCLE JOE

TO STATEHOOD

DEATH MAKES

GETS ROBBED
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Hall of JiiHtice.
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Call Wdg. Mutual Book.

ANOTHER WEEK

TURKEY EVEN

U. S. ARMY

I

OF LABOR AND

MORE GLOOMY

TOIL'S BEGUN

and Mother Slays Daughter Sayings Reported From Speaker of Congress Was Corbin Will Retire in Sep Mob Law Reigns in In Stricken San Francisco,
Hamilton and Beveridge
Three Score Years
and Herself in TemBlow Open Two Safes
tember, But in the
French West Indies
Where Nearly 275,-00- 0
Are Not Accordant.
and Ten
porary Insanity.
Meanwhile
and Escape.
Over Election.
Are Fed.

They Enter

TAKE

$150,000

Office

HENRY

IS THE FIRST

IS BIRTHDAY OF THE

AGENT

ROGERS'

-

x

IN ST. LOUIS RUSSIAN GOVERNOR KILLED REFUGES

IN A FEW

CAMPS

Senate Committee Reported All the Same-Banq- uet
To- Will Spend the Summer
of Dammed Stream Threatens
in Remarkable Adventure
Adversely on Newland's
night to Further PresiRecreation and in SeekPortuguese Warship, PasLarge Destruction to Life
Guarantee Bill.
dential Aspirations.
sengers and Crew.
ing Rest.
and Property.

News, Which Dwindles Down Killed by Burglars-Busin- ess
Man Dies From a Surto $25.00 at the Last
gical Operation.
Account.
Chicago, May 7. BurgLan-- s todayentered the cllloe of Joseph Leiter,
lilew open two vaults and escaped with
bonds said to he valued at from
$100,000 to $150,000. The building In
which the office Is located Is within
ihalf a block of ipolice headquarters.
Later Make the loss $10,000 to
gained en- $25,000. The burglars
trance to the office by breaking In
the door with a sledge, using rubber
mats to deaden, the sound. It is sui-- 1
posed that the robbery 'was commit- ted Saturday night.
When Hugh. Crabb, manager of the
estate of Levi Leiter, arrived at the
office, he declared the loss could not
exceed $25,000, and produced a pack- ago of $125,000, which the clerks sup-- ,
posed was stolen.
The offices of Robert E. and Frank
Crowe, attorneys, adjoining Leiter's
office, were elso entered, and securl-- ;
ties valutd at about $5,000, were
taken. In both oases the vaults were1
opened by chisels.
All the securi- ties taken are negotiable.
Still Iater After making inventory
of the securities In the vault it was
announced that liter's loss amounted to $12,000.
Ivatest of All After Investigation,
I.eiter stated tfiat none of the negotiable securities wore missing and that
the robbers secured only $23 in cash,

SPEAKER TODAY, BUT RAPPED GAVEL HAS CHARGE

Washington, D. C, May 7 Speaker
New York, May 7. Mrs. Mary Wa- Special to Evening Citizen.
D. C, May 7. SpeakJoseph O. Cannon of LheJloimo of
ters entered the room where her two ingWsahlngton,
of the Btatehood bill, Hamilton
daughters, Agatha and Ruth, lay said: "We are doing everything possi- Reprosentatlves Is 70 years old today
sleeping, early today, and shot and ble, to force a favorable report."
and his birthday will lie niade the
Beveridge Is reliably reported as starting point or a big political
killed Aatha, the eldest and favorite
and without attempting to hurt Ruth, saying: "We are doing all In our pow- boom, tile obj'ect of which Is the nomkilled herself. Temporary insanity, er to cover the statehood bill under ination of Mr. Canpon for the presihealth a bushel basket."
due to worry over daughter's
of thie United States.
The
He was reported as saying, and it dency
is assigned as the reason. Mrs. Wafriends, personal
aj political,
ters was the wife of John R. Waters, a has never been denied: "There will have arranged a asbigwellreception
and
be no report from the conference com- dinner
well to do Insurance broker.
in honor of Speaker Cannon's
mittee this session."
and it will be at t'te dinner
Among the nominations which the birthday,
LOSES HIS LIFE BUT
tonight that the boom will bo formSAVES HIS PROPERTY; presideut sent to the senate today is ally launched.
New York, May 7. Charles L.l that of Dora W. Howard to bo postNotwithstanding
years,
his
i
shier, a prominent business man of master at San Marclal.
Speaker Oannon Is still "fi;le and
con-! SPEAKER CANNON IS
Staten Island, and said to be the
strong, and shows none of the failfidential ag'.'nt to H. H. Rogers, vice;
ings concomittants to old age. The
GREETED
WITH
CHEERS
com-: Washington, May 7. Speaker Can- proiKisltlon
presldunt of the Standard Oil
of starting a Cannon
111

.

;

Washington, 1). C. May 7. The
lieutenant general of the army, who
had been In Washington for several
days, left for Wilmington. Ohio.
wihre he and Mrs. Corbin are now
visiting th general's daughter. After
a brief 6top 'at Cincinnati, they expect to go to French Lick Springs,
lad., where they will sjKvnd several
weeks before going to St. IiOtils, where
Genera Corbitt will assume command of the northern division. General Oorbln's aides,
Lieutenant
Colonels J. A. Moss and W. B. Hor-towho are really captains In the
army, and. have become lieutenant
colonels by virtue or Mie appointment
of Goneml Corbin to the gTade of
lieutenant general, have already gone
to St. Louis, vhere they will await
the arrival of their chief. General
Oorbiro feels the need of the relief and
rest which will bo afforded by a stay
of several weeks at the Indiana resort. He docs not plan to remain In
St. I Amis t his summer, as the season
in that, city is not very comfortable,
He will attend the graduation exer-- !
cises at West Point, In June, anu
early In June will start on his last
official instiectlon trip, that of his division.
His observatioais will bo con-- j
tained in a report o be made just be- fore he goes on the retired list. In
Septomlier.
After that, General Cor-- I
bin will come back to Washington,
and will take up his residence at
Cherry Chase, win to he is having a
fine homo built.

Constantinople, May 7. An extraordinary meeting of the council of ministers has been summoned for today
to consider the British note demanding the evacuation of Tabah, within 10
days. The Turkish council will consider the demarkation of frontier for
the Slnaltlc peninsula.

San Francisco, Cel., May

7. After
the ieople today re
sumed the work of relieving the distressed and planning the recrnstruo
tlon of the city. It has been decided
to collect the refugees Into the small-

a quiet Sunday,

est possible number of large camps.
The relief situation from t.ie army
point of view was summarized bytha
following statement from General
Greeley:
"On Friday, rations were lsjued to
273,631 persons; on Saturday, to 230,
207, but the rations for Sunday were
261,570. The actual issue will probably show ia decrease from Friday'
figures." .
,

SHIPS ARE
GATHERING AT PIRAES
Valetta, Island Malta, May 7.
Three torpedo boat destroyers sailed
from here to Join the fleet at Plracs.
ENGLISH

MOB IN CONTROL

TOWN
AUTHORITIES HELPLESS
Washington, May 7. Guadaloupe,
French "West Indies, is tinder mob
rule, according to a dispatch received
at the state department from J. Jar-vi- s
Bowens, American consul at that
point. His dispatch says that the
mob is in control and the authorities
are unablo to restrain it. Election
troubles nro the cause.
,

-

EARTHQUAKE CAUSES SLIDE
TO DAM WATERS OF RIVER
non is 70 years old today. The house boom was suggested some time ago,
Sacramento, Cal., May 7. A special
knew that this Is the speaker's birth- ' and since then It has been thoroughly
from Woodlawn says: There is threat
day for when "Uncle Joe" appeared In discussed by the friends o( Mr. Can-- I
of a flood in Capuy valley, resulting
j
non,
many
load-way
political
of
and
door
the
the
nearest the speaker's
from a slide of earth which has fallen,
who
tuiiomRelvoH
are
ers
desk
rostrum,
long
and assendud the
not
aspirants
from the mountain side and has tlam- '
It,
to
by
nominat
ion.
applause
continued
is believed
and
followed his
the
nicd the waters of Cache creek. The
DIED FROM EFFECTS
steps. With gavel in hand the speak- many friends of Mr. Cannon, that,
SIX PERSONS KILL
condition is growing serious. It 13
OF LEG AMPUTATION
er waited, and when the hands of t'tie Ilea vlnt? President Roosevelt out of
GOVERNOR AND ESCAPE believed that the slide resulted from
May 7. Col. clock indicated noon, with a smile he consideration. Speaker Cannon is the
Greenwich, Conn..
St. Petersburg, May 7. The report- the recent earthquake, and It 13 now
Henry H. Adams of New York, well! brought down the gavel. The chap- only man who can save the republic
ed assassination of the governor of found to be 1,000 feet wide, and is
known in military circles and in iron lain referred to the speaker's birthday an party from deft at at the next
Eliznbethpol
In
Caucasus, which said to completely close the water
business, died at his home today as in his prayer.
presidential election.
reached here last night. Is Incorrect. course. The water now is loo feet
the result of an operation for the re- -'
The" trarty leaders have been much
It was Governor General Kkaterlno-sla- v deep behind the slide. The dam is of
moval of his leg, which was performed CONFERF.ES APPOINTED
of South Russia, who was assas- soft earth and debris, and It Is hoped
worried by the signs of radicalism
yesterday. He was 02 years old and
ON INDIAN BILL. and revolt in the political atmosphere
sinated yesterday evening by six un- that the water may be absorbed in It
Washington. I). C. May 7. The folup to recently president of the Colon- known persons, who fired volleys from and gradually cut its way through,
and the chances of a Hryan, a Hearst
ial Iron company and also vice presi-- ! lowing conferees on
the Indian ap- or a Iiailcy riding the popular wave
revolvers nt him and escaped.
j Should
It give away t- - pressure, the
"JOE" WEBER IS STILL
dent of the Patriot League of America- propriation bill, wro appointed by to power, has set them scurrying for
results will be serious to a large area
STORY OF CRUSOE IS
DOING AMUSING STUNTS
the house: Sherman, of New York; some man "dose to rhe people." They
of country,
The towns of Capay,
New York, May 7. "Joe" Weber NOTED CHESS PLAYER
Curtis, of Kansas; Stephens, of Tex- say Root will not do. Fairbanks is
REPEATED IN OUR DAY Uunisey and Guinda, with a total pop- -;
New Vrk, May 7. A dispatch to a illation of about 1,000, will probably
will celebrate the tenth anniversary
DEAD IN ST. LOUIS. as. The following were appoint ea out of the question.
MOST
PRIMITIVE
MUSIC
Kven Taft is
Clapp, McCumber now doubtful, and the chances seem
of his first: appearance In WelKr's
FOR CATHOLIC CHURCHESj morning paper from Lisbon says:
St. Iyouis, Mo., Mav 7. Max Judd, from the senate:
be swept away.
people left in
The Portuguese warship Baptists, thece towns and The
Music Hall, with his old partner, Iw!0f national reputation as a chess and IhiHois.
Omaha, Neb., May 7. For the first!
to favor his accepting
are camping with.
President
governor
new
to
while
the
carrylnj
Fields, by giving a siocial perform-- ' player, died suddenlv in his room at
Honianl
history
in
of the
Rooev velt's Invitation to ascend the time
their goods In the hills.
the
disappeared some
ance. One of the unusual features of tho Monticello hotel here todav, of SENATE WON'T GUARANTEE
supreme
The Illinois Catholic church in the dlicoso of; Mozambique,
bench.
ago. It has now been learned GRAND ARMY
SAN FRANCISCO
CREDIT. delegation court
the performance will be that the two angin pectoris.
VETERANS WILL
In the house is, naturally, Omaha the musical part of the serThe senate committee on finance
it was driven ashore by a cylower stage boxe will be occupied
LISTEN TO STATISTICS
man. Illinois is his vices in Iho various churches yester- that
authorized an adverse report on the for Cannon to
on
clone
an
African
island.
unhablted
by animals. In the right hand stage MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
primitive-sun-Rochester, N. Y., May 7. There
the day was of the most
New'and resolution looking to na- state. The Indiana members of poet
lwx will be the little trick elephant,
HOLDS BIG CONVENTION
pliclty. In accordance with an order! When found, nil hands were living will bo a big patriotic gathering at
house are in an embarrassing
apix'arlng In a "SociHy Circus," at
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 7. The tional guarantee of credit for San tion. There is scarcely a man of of Bhvhop Seannell, the music at ser-- , Crusoe like. All were well.
the Lyceum theater tonight, when
me iupiouromo. me eiepnam rii annual Joint mwtine of the Okla- - Francisco.
th'cm whoso heart is not with Cannon vIcks yesterday was confined in neiar-- , KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
the complete Grand Army statistics,
bo accompanied bv his regular attend homa. and Indian Territory Medical
but so long as they nro members of ly all Itoman Catholic churches of 'the,
MEET IN PENNSYLVANIA together with a history of the Memant and a veterinary physician, in Association will open here this even- PRIVATE CAR LINES
to congregational singing audi Willlamsport, Pa., May 7. More orial Itay observances in this city
AS COMMON CARRIERS the Fairbanks machine, they fool that dioes-eas "Joe" AVeber's jokes should rn'ave ing, and it is expected that several
Washington, D. C, May 7. The they cannot officially lino up their male voices. No vocal or instru- than two hundred delegates, from all will be presented to Ihe G. A. It. oran injurious effect upon the little ele- - hundred delegates will be In attend senate
committee continued the con- state wJth Cannon until Fairbanks mental solos were heard, and no ln-- i parts of Pennsylvania are gathered ganizations of this city. All Grand
I ne hox on tue otner
pnant.
siuejarxo Every country society will be
of the railroad rate bill. withdraws. There Is a movement o uruiiients excepting the organ, which; here. 1o attend the eighth annual con- Army posts of the city and surroundof the stage will be occupied by two represented bv at least one delegate. sideration
played the accompaniment to the con-- ! vention of tli Knights of Columbus ing districts and other patriotic or
Kittridge's
including foot, to bring about this result.
amendment,
of the performing ponies of the Hip-- Dr. N. Rector, first vice president of! owners
The Ohio members of the house do gregatlonal Waging. Th
order of of this state. Among those present ganizations will le represented. The
of all private cars within the
podroni The animals will be dressed the Oklahoma Territorial Association,
not feel at liberty to declare for Can- Ilishop Seannell was issued in con-- , are many distinguished inemlers of statistics referred to are the most
in gaudy costumes for the occasion, will .nresldft at the onenlns session definition of curriers, being the first non
at t.hg time. The obstacle is fortuity with the wishes of Pope Pius the order. The opening meeting was complete of any city In the country,
so that the modesty of the rest of this evening. An interesting and elab- - in order.
Senator Foraker, who has the presi- who it ttrmigly opposed to all dis- - held this morning at. the Knights of and It took three years of diligent
the audii nce may not be shocked.
program
orate
haJ been prepared by OPERATORS AND MINERS
although play a;:. brilliancy In the music or Columbus hall, on Fourth and Pine .work, under the direction of Captain
dential bee In his
the lix-.- il members anil is expected j
REACH AN AGREEMENT it is an almost foregone conclusion singii.:-- , at. the regular church ser-- ! streets.
This evening there will le Henry Ionib, to compile them. The
Money Market.
that the three days' txstion of the
New York, May 7. A meeting be- thru, his nomination would Iffld to a vic s. He strongly favors a return to a. grand reception in honor of the program of th,.- - exercises Cms evensue-fir7.
Money on call convmvtinn will be unusually
New York. May
tween committees representing
the terrif'c defeat of the republican party. the simple forms (it wor.-hi- p
and has: visiting delegates.
The convention ing includes a number of addresses
3 to 5; prime mercantile paper, cesstul.
The headquarters
of the anthracite mine workers and the mine Foraker has come out as a candidate, repe lieiily expressed himself against will last three days and the program by prominent members of the local O.
CO
1.
5
Joint association is at the I.ee Hotel. owners of Pennsylvania was held here however, and Hint will probably tie v. cal or it:M nmiental solos or any-- , Includes a number of interesting so- 'A. It. and singing and Instrumental
to C; silver,
this nfternoon. After the meeting it the bands of the Ohio members.
'Iiing of a musical nature that, would. cial features.
numbers.
la said unofficially that an understandSpeaker Cannon bohK iho aee rre-or- det r.u-ic attention of the congrega-ing has been arrived at for the exfor speaker. W'te ho took his tions frem their devotions. It is extension of the s'rike commission seat, as speaker for the first time, Mr. pecte.l ilia ilic example esalilisli' d
'award for another Three years, and Cnnnon was f,7 years old. Kven at
!;
so will gradually he lini-- ;
t Ii U
that the companies had a 'reed to re- that nee ho wis two y. irs olde;' than itated t '.!
I; ii t the country.
place in their former
all men his old' st preieces
at bis retireexcept those who have committed nets ment. William IVi.:'"i'H'ton of New ORE AT INTEREST TAKEN IN
of violence.
Jersey, who was weaker of the
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION,
Thirty.flxth conL-rf.---.
frm 1 853 to Wwl.lfj en. I. ('., May 7.
BATTLESHIP FLOATS AGAIN
when he step, Inti.
1st'.!, was CI veils o
t Is evidently taken in the next
AND IS UNINJURED. ped
ilo.vn.
'''" following an:ii' :,' iti which will bo held for
He die
Norfolk, Ya.. May 7. The 1'niied year.
vacancies In the grado
I'l.'.il,:,' .A-hS'Ttes
Rhode Island, w hicili
years so'-niThe t ndency e!
of as ;. tav paymaster of ihe navy.
weir,
on New York Hpit Sathave
to
'l b tu'i 'he Civil older
w. iia'ion will take place nt
urday, ami was succc-sfnh- v
tloatid speakers. lxen
CelI'revio1;
War
i:."i'!i navy yard on Juno II,
Lis! HUM,
thought to be li'tle if of
,
s. only
twenty-thre- e
aiidi-,
Ixiard.
The
i s;ieeiil
any ittj'ire,. ;ts she nuc on a mud
'i
ningion, Jonat
who was b,
i'-.At the lime
I'ottotu.
OKsel
the
ai" authorized 1; aii)ear'
who was 57, b.
51. and John
!':..
Ixiar.l will lie aanounced
ruck
was
'he bar, she
ft
travi lug at Wi re ov T fit'
they
!!'.- Secii-'ar' of ten kh"ts an hour.
New- ft Iv
a s
Her el.ftcd, and t'" re 'a 'illa numberwere
of
f the sdec- ho Ion carge
r'
I'll!
ii.'ler in..? hiri bearings, to rather youthful pr:;g officers.
f r iti lid iti s.
This apptears to
xten', mill went too lose to
'Ill
tlit-s- e
Counting (lalush
('!'''', who
houn s be vi iitually ohl to the 111. hanr.el buoys.
New
an i vc Ib'ir oiiort unit y for young
Vn. May 7. One of the Jenuti's
iirt.-ideniggle,
diiiluir the
there
at com pric
If the plan is
nl.ii can meet the
Only the first part of Don Quixot
i
Madrid, May 7. The
features of the
nut InterestingN.itloiKil
have. lwer. eleven s!.e Kers sIiich the wh ;, ii
put into effect, it will eradira-et. it excessive.
The general celebration in honor of the first pub- was published in libit!, while the S'io
in PART OF CHICAGO'S CITY HALL
ate
Church Asso- Lie opinion
ion of the
will
n
t'
war
advanced
and all were
ftt
.Mr. Iiw, the much
physical lication of
DECLARED TO BE UNSAFE.
"It n (Juixote," md part followed ten years later.
'I'' !i: i' 1'ii.s as 10 atic an
ciation for the Advancement of the condemned tenement houses, and w ill
( hi'is.. May 7. It'iil l.iu Commis- in life. ( xcept Crort a i was only 3
to admit in t ie year ltob beu.v: here today. Cervantes, the author of the famous
:itv aie liberal eii'iii'.-wh'-Colfax
was 40
el. cted. Scbir.
l bratiou
biniv.ry
,;ti,- - man
to the lb,: of eandi-- , The plan to hold mk h a
habitations, sioner Hven today ordered t he aban- w
book, died in It'.l 0. u may be safely
Intel ests of Labor, which opened its provide
first, and 4
tool; t!idonment ef ihe northeast wing nf the wh'--hen
.. and i' Is boH'd on this exam-tit- , was KilKgested by some f the literary stibi tiiat no work in any la.iguage
session here today, will be the dis- with all modern improvements,
lie
4T,
was
Hi
bo retir- d.
when
government has bcmiiH us widely known as tho
of Spain and ti'
n to till all the existing vacan-- . men
cission of a ghtaniie pljn, which has al.Mi sutth'ests that tli.' entire area of city ball. He said it was in
!''fer, 47: Car-."'"- , l:i
n i his conn eti'in lock
suggested by Alexand r Law, Long Inland be Ik ort:ra!c! w ithin dat. r f collr - and may fall at he r. tired; K rr. t't;
ii,.. e i't s
up the Miauest ion and gave it story of Don (iuixole, tincii
Knight
r.l; Iteed
when he
ihe city limits nf (ireater New York, ar.v
to know that
ii.ten-.iin- g
The t.iiil'liim bas been
:
secretary of the S'. Chryso-.tom'- s
the wannest and nto.e en bus last Ic Krrar.t of a Mancha. It lias ben
' n years obi, r
el. eted, and j
w r.c.i
!.( .' The eo'liey
baildillg 1
Chapter," to do av.-opal
with the tene- f"f ii seems evt,i ni to i!m.-'
leg.sbitlon
l.n
r
who are
preparations
months
translated into nearly every nnvlern
siiiv;,oii. F
ii'-was 4'J when .ie
t'e re' ir d (':'
fe.-- t h i: ies
,v.is torn down se 4T.il lnon' lis ''
nice of enactment ibis for th
bu e i,i n going laiiKuatfe and is considered ono of t!io
ment house evil. H'ohop Totter, who fosti rim: the, plan, tint t!,,. trend of
s' an
lb-:nth-"ti (',?, at the yea
e
and
give
P'lpulrion
will
wliieh
piw
.lU'i.
the
promises
really t lie instigator of the
ml
tn
,iii, and iho eelebr.it ion
r
nd
to gn-classics of Spanish literature.
Til,, baby
i:
l.d ( f bis seelm,!
based, is ef ihe Uittiid.
It
umin'whith 'he plan
is generally con:st.'i.t );aymais' rs to the be of unusual lril!:ancy.
It will la.st
Tin- program of tho celebration inmot
;
T.
v
Hunter
was
iker
Itobeiof
I
organizatuM
a
aii
they
o.Js.
cede
ficr
grade,
bi-Met'
have
national
cf
ml.
after
ih
at
-t
Standard's
LtMrn
clude,
Will
will
a great state performance at
will
embiace ail
three days and
'he ptvsiJeiii of
l.er Uf the Hex'
irulniii, who was
oars in the former po-y
,1
ever.Va" be vl.0 worl: shop ttu img (' !'::r'.rs. ihi... May 7. - .Vtoniey Twenty-six;
program. Hundreds of cele-brat- t the Royal Theater, a parade and
tion.
was onlv s.
h
!.::- -:
i'y
to
Get:.--;.Island
order
Wa.-i:itthe
writ-ihat
or
t
pans
hoiue
tae
props,
s
s!ee;,in.;
.l,lt0
.1
Mr. I.aw
,,f
of the fhovor show, a cavalcade artistically
i:i'i- is i".
collin all
i'b
v ears
lb
old w hi
ion 'in ac.'oiuit of world, artists and iTt'amailst.s,
a:i ' build M:e i..:llions of people ill tb city. At ier with : h" pi - :! :.'
ap:o:nt-ni'tit- ,
an l .ec !iiv pne.-rby
of the dayp
havu
with cqtiipa-ic.,
s.
to ;)) ::t's, nt rate of i rogress 'r. transit
grade.
.
t hereon nuiniei; ally
.. tied Imu.-nior
ia
lite
very
Kupopean and f lon IJnixote, and ether t xhibition
a itni e.l, ttttil
lac
the oo. .a' ions
l lay.
Work.
Rrt.tr-- '
Miror
i:
low
i'..us.
taii'i
is
it
:'
ci;
eMia.a'e.i
ret! is.
that
will
at
;i Ohi i,
t.i.- .''"tnduid Oil cei:i; r
and Central American country Tlie city is tilloU with tlieusands of
le occupied by
Twenty-liv- e
Pel!.i're, Ohio. M
Spelter.
e,i at the various ex- visitors from all arts tf Kurope, and
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t result of
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;ii.-- t
Quixote."
two liiou' lis.
signing of the scab
quiet, at
pany, was shot and killed in a duel
with burglars in his home in New!
llrihton, Staten1 Island, early today.!
The burgJar escaped leaving the booty
he had collected.
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Will Do Away With Tenement Evil by
Having City Own and Rent Houses to
Laborers at Actual Cost.

s

This Remarkable Work Was Properly

t!--

I'en-ibiill-

ebrated in Spain Today by Parade, Flower
Show and Other Appropriate Events.
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The BEST

EVENING CITIZEN
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aaOakat tally

Weekly ky

Tkfl Cltlzca Publishing Company
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Official Pipe

of Bernalillo County
Mid City of Albuquerque.
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CAN ENTER

PRIVATE HOMES
Assessors and Deputies Can
1 Do So in Order to Ascertain Value of Property.
i

OPINION FROM ATTORNEY ABBOTT

Assistant Attorney General E. C.
Abbott of Santa Fe has rendered an
opinion in the question of the right
and power of the county assessors
and their deputies to enter private
dwellings and business places for the
purpose of ascertaining the value and
extent of personal property subject
to taxation under the laws of the
attorney
The assistant
territory.
general holds that such power and
right exist and that assessors and
their deputies may enter private
dwellings and business houses at will
in order to perform that duty.
The New Mexican, published at the
capital, In its comments on the opinion, disagrees with Mr. Abbott and believes the subject to be of sufficient
importance to be taken into court.
The opinion of the assistant attorney
general In this matter is based, in the
opinion of that paper, too much upon
generalities.
It was understood that
this matter of ascertaining valuations
of personal property would not be
enforced, but later that paper learned
that Is the intention of the authorities to go ahead with it. If this is
done, It should be the case in every
county in the territory; fish should
not be made of one and flesh of tho
other.
The opinion reads:
Santa Fe, May 4. 190G.
The Honorable H. J. Hagerman, Governor of New Mexico.
Sir In compliance with your request, I have examined the territorial
laws to determine whether or not the
county assessor has the right personally to examine the private property
of the citizens of the county and enter the houses In order to examine the
personal property while making an
assessment as required by law.
Sec. 4018 of the Compiled laws of
1897, provides that "all property In
this territory, not exempt by law,
shall be subject to taxation."
Sec. 4032 of the complied laws of
1897, provides that "the assessor is
required, between the first day in
March and the first day in May, of
each year, to ascertain tho names of
all taxable Inhabitants, and all property in his county" subject to taxation.
To this end he shall visit each precinct in the county, and exact from
each person a statement in writing,
or list, schowing separately;
The alove section is amended Insertion 2 of the session laws of 1899,
chapter 22, by adding thereto the following words; "And such assessor
shall file with the lists of each precinct his aflldavit, stating the time
when he visited such precinct, how
long he visited there attending to his
official duties, together with u list of
the persons assessed and that each
such assessment was made from tnt
original lists and personal knowledge,
and not taken from any previous list."
Sec. 33 of chapter 22, of the laws
of 1899, prescribes a penalty of removal from office for the fuiulre of
any officer referred to in above act
who shall fail or omit to perforin any
of the official duties as prescribed.
It is the duty of the assessor and
his deputies to ascertain all property
in his county subject to taxation, ami
next to make nn affidavit to be tiled
wan the tax usta or each precinct,
that such assessment was made from
the original Mats and personal knowledge and not taken from any previous
list. The original lists referred to
being the tax lists made by the tax
payers as required by section 4'i22,
of the compiled laws of 1897 and section 4032, compiled laws of 1897. It
is therefore the duty or the assessor
to verify tho original lists made by
the taxpayers bo that he can make
the affidavit as above required In section 2, chapter 22 of session laws of
1899. If be has not the personal knowledge, it becomes his duty to examine
the personal property wherever it
may be situated.
The authorities hold that the return
or list made by the tax payer in compliance with statute is not conclusive
upon the assessing officers, but only
evidence for their Information. It is
their duty la every case to discover
and list all the property for which
the tax payer Is liable for taxation,
and to exercise their own Judgment In
fixing its value, uslvr every means
of information available to Ihem for
the purpose. English and American
Kncyclopedla of Law, Volume 27, page
670 and authorities there cited.
It is therefore my opinion that the
assessor, under the territorial laws,
has the right to personally examine
the private property of the citizens of
the county, wherever the same may
be located, for the purpose of taxation.
Very respectfully,
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Capita, and Surplus, $100,000

,

lUnaml bookt.

FOR YOU

Oincisin

lit.

l.eitln.

I1APQOODS (lac), Drain Broken
017 Chemical Building, St. Louis

DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT HE REACHED
and ROUTED I!Y THISOLD

WANTED.
WANTED House, for Its keeping.
Address, H., caro of Citizen.
WANTKD
Desk room,
Address, X.,
Citlznn office.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Mrs. O. N. Marron, 610 Kele-he-r
avenue.
WAITED A filT-cia- s
s "baiDer, $15
per week. Box 177, Las Cruces,

REMEDY.

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS
JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

N. M.

23c, 30c. and $1 a BOTTLE.

tele-

SELL, RENT Oil TRADE
lst your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
south Broadway
KOil SALE Guide family horso, new
surrey, rubber tired: large, new
refrigerator; new gas stove. 724
East. Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, lot. on
High street, one block of Railroad
avenue, on monthly payments of
$15.
N. Peach & Co., 212 West
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE A. A. Trimble, 207 North
Arno street, has for sale, settings
of pure bred black Minorca eggs,
Rhode Island Reds, Wlhlte PlymPlymouths,
outh Rocks, Barred
Rrown leghorns, etc. One dollar
per setting.
double-ba- r
FOR SALE A
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been nsed; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FO R SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
FOR SALE Two sets oi snelvlng,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
FOR SALE A first-clas- s
Darber shop
at a bargain. It Is the best shop
In the best location, with the best
trade In the town, with the best
future of any town la the southwest. Write at once. EL D. Wil
liams, Las Cruces, N. M.
FUR SALE $25,000 rancn at a
will take email property in
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadwav.
FOR SALE A large mercantile business, enjoying a most excellent
trade, and conl rolling business for
a large scope of country; or will
sell half. Can cnafic. in the sheep
and cattle business; also gristmill.
Good bargain for some energetic
man with from $t',.000 to $8,000 to
Invest. Call at The Citizen office
for particulars.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ampla Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

tm

S'liilk

Oil

al

essmsssG

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

firgt-cias-

WANTED Railroad ticket U, CuT
cago or St. Iuls. Address, witii
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
particulars. H. It. J., Citizen.
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
WANTED Position by young lady
J. JOHNSON. Asst. Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solostenographer, with experience. Admon Luna, A. "M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
dress, "Stenographer," this office.
WANTED Party to take xclu.sivo
control of specialty
usod extenDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
sively. Orient Manufacturing
Boston, Mass.
WANTED
Gentlemen's secondhand
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Men's washing and lace
curtains to launder. Hand work;
ALBUQUERQUE, K. M.
satisfaction guaranteed.
Mrs. Lug
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
5s watchman,
WANTED Position!
night or day, by city resident of
Offlctr and Director.
years' standing. Best of referJOSHUA S. RAYNOLBfll
President
ences. Iveave word tat LearnaTd &
M. W. FLOURNOY
,
Vice President
Lindemann's.
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
R. A. FROST
WANTED Good men, any number
Assistant Cashier
.
IL F. RAYNOLD3
Director
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire AbraV. 8. DEPOSITORY.
ham's Employment offlce, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
Authorized Capital
$500,00040
wm
WANTED Position by refined mar$350,00O.C0
Paid Up Capital. Surplus and Profits
ried lady ias saleslady, trimmer or
Experienced.
seamstress.
Desires
Depository for Atchison, Topeka tt Santa Fe Railway Company
work at once. Apply to Mrs. Laura
512
Brown,
North Second Ktrect. TO'EXCHANGE-rhavTonie'Vanc- hes
Phone, red 233, two rings.
to trade for city property. T. L.
WANTED Big mail order " hous
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
wants l:eul assistant as distrlc' McSPADDEN
Tho exchange man.
distributer for few counties. Per
See him for business exchanges.
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
300 South Broadway.
manetit work. Salary, $18, pal
Q
weekly from home office, and ex TOXCHANGlifiYave property iu
penses. Expense money advanced
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas $
AT THE
No investment required. Address
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Standard Company, Como block
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
Chicago.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
MALE HELP WANTED.
AGENTS WANTED.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
exMEN Our illustrated catalogue
Men 111 eacn state to
plains how wo teach barber trade WANTED
travel, post signs, advertise and
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
quickly by practical experience;
leave samples of our goods. Salary
or small, and offer in. return for same every attention and business
mailed free. Moler Barber Colcourtesy, the account will warrant.
to
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
We take every precaution
lege, Denver, Cclo.
expenses. Kuhlrrmn Co., Dept. S.,
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
WANTEDoodieBT any number
Atlas block, Chicago.
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
for rock work; southern Arizona;
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its lofflcers.
WANTED
Salesman,
ex.;teriuicod
in
wages, '30c an hour; work guaran
any
line,
to
In
general
sell
stores
V
DIRECTORS.
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
Now Mexico.
An unexcelled spe
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver
A.
cialty
O.
proposition.
WM.
I.
DYE.
MARRON.
A.
WEINMAN.
N.
FARR.
Commissions
J.
nU
avenue, under Elite rooming house
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
and $35 weekly for expenses. The
E. A. Ml ERA.
iTlu; Cif ION OP SANfFRA
Q
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland
B. HERNDON.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J.
Best book; large profits;
Ohio.
act quick. Sample frce. Globe
LOST.
company, 723 Chestnut street, Phil
LOST Pearl sunburst, niti. on Coal
adelphia, Pa.
avenue, between Hiirh nnil Socnnrl
ESTABLISHED 1S7I
'OLD RELIABLE"
FEMALE HELP.
streets. Return to 519 S. High street
LADIES
Our catalogue explains how
and receive rewnrd.
L.
wo teach hair dressing, manicuring.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
facial massage. e.tc, In short .time.
Mslied free. Mokr Barber College,
S

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
RING-ItON-

AN CPPOHTUXITT

Many rnrn fall in mirerr-- through lark of opnirtn.
nlir. We lurk tii- - TiKiit men to till bnmlri-.l- . ,,r hlaS
Wp have Kxecu-livfrrwlc opportunity nuw on onr
Ti'ilintt al nrt Batsman position pav.
It
from f I.OOflto '.Ma
whlrh mnt r HUM at
your coniliUou write for
onr. If yo want to

NO PAIN SO

CURES SPAVIN. AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for
& HARNESS SORES.

cas.li

or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

jnr

CERES OTICK r.ECAFSK
IT l'EXET RATES OFICK.

TIME-TRIE-

fnd

dict,

nn A. D.
office,

NEW MEXICO

&

ft
ArTLY THIS LINIM F.NT
FREELY AND KIT. HARD. U

E

com-'Piain-

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

bar-gai-

TAKE

NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST

EM ERGENCY.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The rOOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

orocoocrccccC5 oo cccxxzocccrxr3coi

POSITIVELY Cures FILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF FAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.

'

oooooooooocooooooooooooooooocx?

FOR RHEUMATIC FAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

A
A

B.

FOR RENT.

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.

RENT Nicely furnished front
room; rent reasonable. 214 South
Walter street.
FOR RENT OR SALE A tent cheap.
Apply forenoons or evenings at 702
West Coal avenue.
run lil'.M 1'tH'nlsnetl rooms over
tho Golden Rule Dry Goods company. Inquire at Room
B, Mrs.
Phelan.
FUR RUNT Five room furnished
house; piano, ba1h, and all modem
reasonable.
Rent
conveniences.
fi3 Forrester Place.
FOR RE NT Three furnished rooms
for housekeeping, at 3(12 South Second street. No invalids or children

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT OX A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF' YOUR STOCK.

PEXETRATES

t,hc

FLESH.

(1

YOKK-l$ENC-

POK PAINS ACHES
SOKE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD.
RUB IT IN WELL

V
I)
I)

Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
of Torture.
For mure than twenty years Mr. J.
B. Vassey, of 3322 Clinton St.. Minneapolis, Minn., was tortured by
sciatica. Tho pain and suffering
which ho endured during this time is
Nothing
beyond
comprehension.
gave him any permanent relief until
ho used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
One application of that liniment relieved tho na.in and made sleep and
rest possible, and less than one bottle
If
litis e't'utixl a permanent cure.
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
iKittlo of Pain
hv not try a
how
Balm and see for yourself
quickly it redieves tho pain. For sale
by all druggists.

0

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

0

I

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In tho Sout'owert.

t

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

0

0

ALBUQUERUE. N.

RAILI DAD AVENUE

Building for sale or rent.
A PAYING

PROPOSITION.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
Moore.
110 West Gold Avenue.
FOR RKNT For clubs, parties, etc.,
Si. John's Guild
hall, furnished.
F r tei'iuH,
apply to Mrs. A. A.
Keen, Tenth street and Tijeras ave- Notarial
work and conveyancing.
nue.
MERCHANT TAILORING
FOR SALE.
Carnation plants. Apply UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
For
;t" E 1st Railroad avenue.
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
"houafoTd
For S a ,15A fl kXuil
f'u ni' ire, 501 South Fourth street.
My merchant tailoring shop Is upFOR SALE Ail lot 8 in Coronada stairs over No. 20! West Railroad avePlace. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South nue, where I solicit the patronage of
lima. way.
tho public. All work guaranteed first- Foil
l.K Fresh Jersey cows, at class, as I have "ad fifteen years' exKe
miles perience in the business. Suits made
anil
five
soinh of city.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed anu
FOR SALE Small slock "merchandise repaired. The specific I use will not
at a bargain. T. U McSpadden, 300 injure tho cloth.
Ladies' garments
South Broadway.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
'OR SALE
business property, to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
"s on West Railroad avenue.
Iiiomi:,. at French Bakery.
Robbed.
Postmaster
FOR s.LE""OR"TRAD"Er
AKuod
G. W. Fonts, postmaster at River-ton- ,
T. L.
for pity property.
la., nearly lost his life and was
Soil South Broadway.
robbed
of all comfort, according to
F jTT aT.E A
iiarduian his letter, which says: "For 20 years
oauiitiome
it o In fine condition nnd almnof
which
I had chronic liver complaint,
For partleM- - I'd lu such a severe case of Jaundice
at a bargain.
call at this office.
that even my finger nails turned yelFoffsALE A drug stole- iu good III low; when my doctor prescribed Elecmo and
'" to.vn; a snap. T. L. McSpad- - tric Bitters: which cured
hi South Brcadway.
have kept me well for eleven years."
Neuralgia,
F"R
LE"ORf RADE Are you ln Sure cure for Biliousness,
I
teres-ohave some Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
in mines?
Bladder derangements. A
"t'l t(1 be good deals. Talk with Kidney andtonic.
At all drug stores.
wonderful
T. L McSpadden, 300 S. Broad

scf

eT. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

PAIN- T-

overs more, iooks iest, wears
longe'st,
most e cononiiacl, full
measure.

e

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

-

Ahv-avin
PAPER
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cenvtnt,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

BUILDING

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

s

MEXICO.

nc-ha- lf

Gd

1

to

busl-ii"s-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

''.

J'j-

-

ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

-"

way.

50

cents.

M.

A FONDNESS FOR WATER.
is an Inborn tract with civilized man
especially is It commendable when
coupled with a fondness for cleanliness. Modern plumbing now offers
every improved facility for the full
exercise of this virtue in luxurious
baths ; but It does more, as it gives
perfect sanitation to house drainage;
so that tho evils of sewer gas, foul
odors and other sources of disease are
done away with. But only modern,
sanitary plumbing can do this the
work done by the Standard Plumbing
and Heating Company Is the kind.
Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Auto
matic, 671.

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR SALE.

or without board, at the Roosevelt
House, 30914 West Railroad avenue.
Miss F.
I'wler new management.

NEED IT ON

Co

Horses
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call .and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

desired.
FOll KENT Two pleasantly furnished rooms for light housekeeping; electric light; also one room
for lodging" purposes. Call on Mrs.
Rutherf ird, 517 South Broadway.
FOR RENT
Furnished rooms, with

GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AXD A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS
THE1K

On Furniture,

FOR

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

I
Loan
Pianos. Organs,

Money

Denver, Colo.

YOU COULD' NT BUY A

Forefathers.

Sore Nipples.
cure may he effected by applying
Chaiiiberlaiu's Salve us so n as the
chilil is don., nursing.
Wipe it off
with a Milt bnli before allowing the
E. (. AHItOTT.
child to nurse. Many trained muses
"Assistant Attorney General."
us this salve with tho Ust results.
Another Provision of Revenue Law.
In connection with the above the Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
following section of the reveuue law druggists.

ALBUQUERQUE

Tele-

offices

The LINIMENT of our

A

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

sale

the same maimer as other property.

If

the Western Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
graph
for
T. messenger
your ad with the
to The Citizen
or

IT IS A QUICK HEALER
WltrM AIr! ITM" TO rt'TS
AM) ALL OPEN WOl'NPS. T

--

of Interest in the matter.
Sec. S'j Chat). 2 Laws of
In case any live stock or other personal property be brought into the
territory after the 1st day of March of
any year, and before the first Monday
in June of such year. It shall be subject to taxation in this territory for
such year and shall be assessed by

BANK INSTITUTIONS

and you ran rfiy upon It, at we have not failed before, that your
noney In not thrown away. We have) also rented hundred! of hou
by otir want ad, as well as gold nearly everything we have advertised through them.

Use For Over 60 Years

I

tn4 Ctvaty Clrcul.tt...
Tk Lrt.it Kn Mulco Clrwlitl.a.
N.rttir Hrlrnnl Cirtlll.tl...

U'fatl City

CITIZEN.

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can seccre tt for yog by a. small
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St. Ijouis, Mo., May 7. During his
brief sojourn at St. Ixniis. last week,
the Secretary of the Treasury, Leslie
M. Shaw, delivered
two addresses.
That of Thursday evening was mainly
devoted to a presentation of the tariff issue from the republican stand-(poin- t,
and a consideration' of the
promotion of the Interests of the
party In stiaite politics. At noon,, on
Friday, ha made an address at 4riie
Merchants' Exchange. In view of the
fact that his reception ou the floor
of tho Exchange was tendered him
In his capacity as a prominent of
ficer of the general government and
that his audience 'was composed of
doubtless quite bi largo percentage of
democrats, since the business of the
Exchange was temporarily suspended
in order t&at the members might see
the distinguished visitor and listen, to
his remarks, it ds due to Mr. Shaw to
6ay that he exercised tact and excellent Judgment throughout his address, which though brief, was packed
with fact of Interest to business
men. The burden of his speech was
directed to the need of a greater
number of wihat he termed international merchants, In order that the
country might And outlets in keeping
with the great and constant increase
in its productive capacity, both of the
(products of the tanth and the mines,
and also of Its manufactures.
In his
judgment, this was the great requirecountry,
since, while at
ment of the
the beginning of the nlneteenitih century, and for many years afterwards,
the leading nations of the world were
land hungry, and aggressive
were often in 'progress to secure
territory, the opening of the
twentieth century, is witnessing a
great struggle for commercial supremacy, which, though bloodless, is
none the less fierce and uncompromising. The speakeer went on to point
out that South America offers a good
field for the the exploitation of the
products of our factories, and called
atitontioni to tine small percentage of
such goods 6hlpped to the South
American continent, as compared with
the great quantity shipped there by
European nations. This, he thought.
in part was owing to the want of I
bebter facilities for reaching the orts
of South. America, since, in ord.r to
reach many of them, goods had to be
shipped to England and then reshaped to South America.
MANSFIELD

RICHARD

AND MRS. CARTER.
The advent in town of three great
contestants for the bodily presence,
and, Incidentally, the cash of tho pubportion
lic more especially that
which feels the need of amusement
of some kind and that has tho means
of indulging in its gratification has
given all classes an opportunity to
have their fill. These attractions pre
notabba productions by the foremost
aritists. Richard Mausfkdd and Mrs.
Leslie Carter, and last, but not least,
the great circus, which in point of
numbers - far outclassed in its first
night exhibit, the audience gathered
at the theaters, and proved to bo the
biggest, ever assembled at such a show
in St. Louis, there being over 12,000
rsons present. According to Its
managers, St. Ixmis sustained its
reputation as brfdng the best circus
town in the country.
The more cultivated element of the
pleasure loving public had, in Richard
Mansfield's production of the leading
character of "The Scarlet Letter," another of the vivid portraits for which
this great actor is Justly celebrated.
This play is of a nature to appeal to
tiho inten-s- t
of the lest play goers,
though it must fail to be wholly enjoyable, sine; it 13 profoundly sad.
Even the somewhat unwarrantable
introduction of interpolated matter to
lighten the gloom, to tho extent
which admits, in the portrayal by an
aetor of Mansfield's genius, of Hawthorne's I'uritan preacher the Raiding character of the novel, which belongs to ile highest plane we have
ever reached in literature of rising
to thoroughly dignfiivl and artistic
heights. To Mr. Mansfield, moiy than
to any other living American, the
credit, should be accorded of having
devoted 'his life to the presentation
of highly artistic ideals, and therefore lie i:"'S greatly aided in tho elevation of the stage, or at least in providing in so far as his own work and
Influence extends plays that enable
ilioso who wish it, to fee something of
the wealth of dramatic literature.
Mrs. Carter's new play, "Adrea," is
said to le her greatest effort. She
Is lasily t'.te most iniKrtant Ameri-;.n actre
from l!io standpoint of
the emotional meaning the genuine,
not the sensatiemnl. The p'.ay affords
gied material for tho famous actress'
great talents in it.-- , pomp and circumstance, while at the same time it
jvossessis a hufa ethical quality, and
it
an el. men t. of the supernatural,
deals in large, free ways with primal
In
its vast ranges and
things.
reach e.s, and heights and depths, Mrs.
Carter xi trays, in the leading role,
the fortune of the larharian queen in
a masterful inann.r.
(
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of the session Mr. Roosevelt would of Representatives, has become merely
send a message to congress pointing a machine for the rushing through of
out the need of a readjustment of the undigested legislation. There Is much
schedules, A good many members of truth in the charge, but it has its
congress would like to know if 6uch compensations.
Were the house as
is the president's intention.
deliberative as is the senate; conMr. Roosevelt could do a
to help gress never would adjourn. Members
tho campaigns of certain republican wiho fret and chafe under tho stringCITY statesmen by such a message. Were ent rules of the house, and pine for
If you care to keep vrmr face comely,
Batteries. Smith, Howell and SpenSATURDAY'S GAMES.
he to point out that tariff had to be that liberty of delate which the senfresh nnd velvety if you want it to
cer; KlUIan, Eu banks and Payne.
sidetracked to make way for the ate enjoys, would be here all the
look wholesome and feel fresh and comAmerican League. '
more important rate legislation, it be- year round could they have their way,
fortable, let
Western League.
At Detroit
R. K.E.
ing ini'possible to tackle both propo- anl even then congress would forever
Roosevelt's Future Seems sitions
K. H. B.
At Omaha.
7 9 3
at the. same session, express- be behind In its work. Imagine, if Detroit
2 7 2
7 8 1 Omaha
St.
ing himself as satisfied that tariff you can, turning the House of
1 3
Batteries Slever , Kuban gs and Lincoln
to Occupy Much
should go over to the session to be
loose and telling its
Batteries Corns and Gooding; Ey-lconvened next December, the repre- members to talk until all had had Schmidt; Pelty, Gtade and Spencer.
and ZInran.
At Boston Game with V ashing ton
sentatives from revision infested dis- their say! Xt would take two months
R. H.E.
Attention.
At Denver
tricts would hava some ground to to tpass an appropriation bill, and a postpemed on account of rain.
3 9 6
At New York
R. 11. E. Denver
stand upon.
measure like the railroad rate bill
2 2 7
3 8 3 Des Moines
New Yorfkt
Because Mr. Roosevelt, suddenly might take up half a dozen years.
Englo and Welgart;
Batteries
9 12 1
Philadelphia
his agitation for tariff legisTARIFF REVISION IS TALK dropped
Batteries Hogg, Newton and Klel-no- Mansk and Towne.
lation, it has been assumed by many CAMPAIGN MANAGERS ARE
befriend your face. It is aelean, delightR. H.E.
At Pueblo
TICKLISH ABOUT MONEY.
Bentler and Sohreck.
that he has been converted to the
ful limiid balm for the complexion ol re3 11 3
Chairman "Jim" Griggs of the demAt Cleveland
R. 11. E. Pueblo
doctrine of the stand patters. By his
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U
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v.ed by the wind and sun. Its use is not
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t tiinLi'e h
Rack as to Necessary
.ficiouslv clean and fresli. It is the
subject, but all in good time the coun- already are busy with plans for as - 'Smith, Altrock and Sullivan.
American Association.
try will hear from him anent the tar- sault-- upon voters. Four years ago,
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Clean City Icqiaircd

Albuquerque is not by any means dangerously r
Riistingly filthy. There are some plan's which ought to
lp dunned up, nnd must lie cleaned up. but thoy form
the exception and not the rule. They are con (I nod to a
few places la certain alleys, to certain vacant lots, and to
certain backyards,
Certain things must be remembered. Albuquerque
Jibs had a scavenger nnd n compulsory scavenger system
for only a few weeks. In this as In every other new regulation It takes time for the people 10 become accustomed
to tho now order of things.
Tho most unsightly places are the vacant lots. These
contain tin cans which have been accumulating for years
and really present a very uninviting appearance. Little
or no decaying matter seems to have fond a resting place
within these unimproved spaces.
In some yards there are accumulations of ashes, cans
and other articles of refuse which of necessity gather
Most of these are of long
alsnit. all human habitations.
standing. The occupants of the premesls, in many Instances, will tell you that these accumulations were there
when the pretnesis were rented by the present occupants,
and that they do not feel like paying to clean away other
people's filth. There is no doubt much truth In the claim
thus made. The frequent custom among those who move
often, is to leave In both house and grounds the filthy
accumulations of their occupancy. Then, too, many have
been accustomed, while keeping their own yards comparatively clean, to make dumping grounds of alley ways
and even of adjacent yards. This writer has knowledge
of a certain double house, one half of which is rented
while tho other half Is vacant. The custom of the people
in the rented half is to take all the household accumulations daily into the yard of the unoccupied side. When
tho latter shall be rented, the people moving in will naturally be disinclined to pay for the removal of the other
people's leavings; and no one can blame them.
To tell of troubles without suggesting some means of
remedy Is but poor business. So, The Citizen would offer
the following suggestions: The city should have the unimproved lots thoroughly cleaned, taxing the cost against
tho property and collecting the money from the owner If a resident or from the local agent of such owner if
When once thoroughly
the latter Is a
cleaned, the abutting properties may be held responsible
for all subsequent accumulations, of filth, cans or debris.
Tho people In whose yards are found filth, ashes or cans,
should be held responsible and compelled to pay for removal, whether new comers or not, unless when moving
In they notify the scavenger department at once of any
filth left by former occupants. In such case the owner or
agent of the property should be made to pay for the removal. In as much as he through carelessness or otherparties to vacate the premwise permitted the
ises without complying with the scavenger ordinance.
In the case of alleys, those whose premises join the
places complained of, should be made to bear the expose
of cleaning . No doubt it will be easier to keep the city
tidy after it has once been put in pood order, than it v ill
be to get It thoroughly cleaned; but neither this nor that
can be done unless the health board has regular infection of all parts of the town.
out-goi-

Love lira Slav's ILacid
It simply needs a look into the family relations

of

Revolutionist Gorky to make it certain that the American
mind is not capable of understanding Russian morals or
the peculiarities of genius. This la. granting that Gorky
Is a genius and worth while In this country, where a foreigner Is an idol one day and forgotten the next. While
hysterical women of America were weeping over the fact
that Gorky was living with Mrs. Andreleff, tho hotel
keepers were becoming hostile, what was going on in
Russia?
"Nothing that bad anything to do with the Gorkys.
The Novgorod sewing circle had passed no resolutions of
sympathy for tho abandoned wife, and least of all was the
real Mrs. Gorky disturbed. She Is Mrs. Catherine
living at Nlshni Novgorod, on the Volga-Gork- y
abandoned her three years ago, but she always
called on him when she was in St. Petersburg. When
Corky was 111 and went to Finland his wife followed him,
although the actress, Mrs. Andreieff, did not abandon him.
Mrs. Andeleff Is the wife of a famous writer, who is
also Gorky's friend. This did not prevent Gorky from
making love to Mrs. Andreleff, and her husband has
never been opposed to such a combination of love and
friendship. Gorky, Andreleff and the latter's wife were
often seen together at banquets in St. Petersburg.
All of which proves that America is a long ways from
Russia and that; we have a lot to learn or unlearn before
wo can appreciate the subtleties of life in the land of the
Slav.
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a stunning
President Roosevelt hit this monopoly
Wow straight from the shoulder. At last a great question,
which vitally affects the nearest rights of every man, woman and child in the nation, is put into definite form for
solution. The special message to congress on the gross
abuses which the people have suffered in trade and in
private rights at the hands of the greatest corporation iu
the country Is one of the most remarkable state documents ever written,. and bound to be one of the most mo- mentous and
in results.
The people of the United States have been slowly
learning that we Buffer less from political wrongs than
from commercial ones. Indeed, there is little in the
president's message or in Commissioner Garfield's report
which the country has not known through newspapers,
magazines and books. But scattered fact and divided public sentiment are by the president fused into official ut- terance, backed by authority and systematized for definite
action. The array of facts presented, of laws violated and
rights outraged, will be terrific in its effects on railway
rate regulation. Hut 'it will be more terrific still in its
effect on the evil practices themselves. Now that the
issue is clearly drawn, there can be no stopping until this
great corporation and others like guilty are compelled to
submit to law.
If anyone formed the conclusion from
President
Roosevelt's recent "muck-rake- "
speech that he bail weakened in his fight for the people, that conclusion N now
subject to sudden revulsion. A scattering tiring in the
dark is 'one thing, but a heavy, solid shot sent s'!;i..::it
nt the vulnerable
is quite another.

Tfraara Clfoax'iily
Better
a popular disposition to look uiion

There

is
the man
who owns a store, however small, as in a way prosperous,
whereas in fact the profits of petty trade are uncertain
and the shopkeeper often finds it hard to make ends meet

under comparatively tavorahic circumstances.
The most helpless man in San Francisco today is not
he mechanic who lost ills tools, and even his home, or
the laborer temporarily out of a job. The man with a
trade has his capital secure. For him and for the laborer
San Fra'.iclsco, in rebuilding, will open
prodigal hand.
Times will be better for them in the next lew yiars titan
ever before. Even the millionaire who.--e fortune was
swept away still has the energies and the abilities to
build anew. Man rises to his level as water does. ;uul
most of those who were millionaires and are impoverl.-h-will, in five years or ten, be rich again.
The man most cruelly injured and who will long
o
to suffer most is the obscure unit In the commercial
life of tho great city who saw the savings of years and the
sacrifices of a lifetime swept away. The Retail linguists'
association proposes to advance to each of the rclai!
druggists who were ruined $l,0'n) iii cash and to provl le
lilm with limited credit until he gets on his feet.
Mn r
lines of trade are considering a similar course. Charity
for tho helpless Is fine; but business system which enables the small business man to help himself and mainwhile getting back upon his feet,
tain his
is better still.
d
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meeting of the Ixrard of llro"tors
of tho Associated Charities will take
Norfolk, Va , May 7. Progress and activity are very piaco Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
much In evidence at the Jamestown exposition grounds, in the Comuicrcl.il club parlors.
where the 'three hundredth anniversary of the first perRegular meeting of the. Woodmens'
manent Fnglish settlement in America Is to be celebrated
afternext year. The grounds have been cleaned of underbrush, Circle will lo held loniorrow
noon at 2: 30 o'clock, in Odd Fellows'
streets have been built, streams hnvo been bridged and hull.
the work of building goes merrily on. The greatest pro
o
grcss Is manifest m the landscape work where art has
f Mineral lodge
Regular
been utilized to improve upon nature.
No, 4, Knights of Pythias,
will be
The natural groves have been left standing wherever held tonighl at 8 o'clock. Work in
will
be
possible and even solitary trees have been left wherever the third rank. Initiation
their presence will add to the attractiveness of the sur- followed by a smoker and lunch. All
roundings. Large trees have been successfully trans- knluhts are invited to lo present,
R. 8.
planted under the supervision of the exposition land- S. K. Newcomer. K.
o
scape designer, to make shady streets and walks. An
A regular meeting of
Iho Retail
old apple grove, which withstood tho storms of many Mi rcliant-iassociation will be held in
'
years, has been ting up and utill.ed to provide a shady the offices on
street, vhlting
resting place for thousands of spectators around the im- building, 201 South Second street,
mense parade an drill grounds extending a distance of Tuesday t wning, May 8, l'JOG. Important business to attend to. Meetnearly a mile on two sides vt the parade ground'.
Hustle bridges span the Hale water cours- s an more ing at 8 o'clock. H. O. Jaffa, presi
secretary.
than a million shrubs and plan's and pretty flowers orna- dent. W. I). Clayton,
O
spaces
ment the vacant
and beautify the walks and
Saturday afternoon at the Ackor- streets of the exposition. Scores of men are busy plant- man homo, 1110 West Railroad ave
ing flowers and shrubs in every available space nnd a nue, Mrs. Frank Ackirman, assisted
hundred school children are making their little gardens by Miss Ellon Salter, entertained wltih
euchre. Tho liouso was a
on a portion of the ground reserved for that purposo.
of spring flowers,
In the way of building there Is also marked activity. veritable maxi
and pre
The massive administration building of brick Is under ferns, palms and greenery,
sented a beautiful scene. The for
way, its wall being about half finished, while the attunate prize winners were Mrs. K. R.
tractive frame buildings which will constitute the Art's Edga.r, first prize, a beautiful
and Craft's Village are almost completed. They too, are
cut glass bowl; Mrs. J. T.
to be permanent structures and edifices of unique and McLaughlin, second prize, a dainty
George
plate;
Mrs.
artistic elegance. The Model school house Is nearly ready
for occupancy and the Pocahontas hospi'tl, which is to Stateson- won the consela; Ion prize,
At the close of
occupy a prominent place near the Art's and Craft's Vil a framed picture.
lage, Is practically completed. It will be an emergency the card game delicious refreshments
guests
hospital for the care of those Injured on the grounds and were served. About eighty-fivwore present.
at the same time a model hospital which tuuy be studied
0
' Yesterday
to advantage by the outside world.
morning in the Immacu
The Textile building is finished except the inside, and late Conception church, at 7 o'clock
little? children re
the large work shop known as the copper, silver and wood mtiss, twenty-fou- r
working shop, one ot the most extensive buildings of the ceived tho first. Holy Communion,
Art's and Craft's Village, is almost ready for the roof. Rev. Father Mandator! acting as
laissi.sti d by the Sanctuary
The other buildings of this Interesting village will be celebrant,
Hoys society,
music being sung
completed within two months, and the large exposition by the church the
choir. Following the
buildings, State and Government buildings, will soon be ceremony, a dainty breakfast was
under construction.
St..
served the communicants in
The "War Path," has been laid off ready for begin Mary's hall, tho mothers of the chil
ning the construction of the various places of amusement dren acting ns watlresses for the octo be built nlong this street. The "War Path" is the casion. At 3 o'clock yesterday afteramusement street, corresponding to the "Midway" of the noon the class renewed their baptisChicago exposition, the "Pike" of the St. Louis exposition mal vows in tho presence, of a large
congregation, after which Rev. C. M.
and the "Trail" of the Portland exposition.
Pinto,
El Paso, gave benediction
The great wire fence inclosing the Jamestown expo- of the of
Blessed Sacrament.
sition grounds, about two and a halt miles in length, Is
finished and Is one of the most Interesting features of the
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
exposition. It is eight feet high. The lower part of it is
made of farm wire fencing and tho upper part of barb
wire. On top of every post Is placed a horizontal cross
Edson J. Hickox, a bartender of this
nnn with wires running tin top, making It Impossible to city, who went to Santa Fe a few
climb. Tho entire length of the fence is covered with days ago, was married to Miss Alpha
.Japa.iese honeysuckle, .whose flowers bloom all summer M. Watkins, of Wichita, Kansa, in
ami with the trumpet vine with its great bunches of long Santa Fe, last Friday night, the cerescarlet flowers and with the beautiful crimson rambler mony being performed by Rev. George
rose. This fence Is wonderfully beautiful as well as use- F. Sevier at the home of Mrs. Virginia
White. Mr. Hiekox gave his resi
ful and forms one of the most artlctic inclosures ever dence as South Rend, Ind.
constructed.
The city council will hold a regular
meeting tonight In the city building
00000XXX5XX0XX0X3X:X)COOa provided the writ of eviction brought
by Fred J. Otero isn't in forco by that
time, and will take up the matter of
new quarters until the new city hall
Is built. Other matters of importance
are also to be discussed, among them
From Pittsburg Despatch.
being the social evil ordinance which
has been pigeon-hole- d
so long.
00CKCK0XXCKCK000XC0X)C000
Harry
Luber,
former
clerk in the
San Francisco was built more than any other city in office of District Clerk Dame,' arrived
permanent
residence.
of
the
world
idea
without
the
in the city yesterday from San Fran
of this makeshift character, before the present cisco where he has made his home
dread calamity, It had already in five conflagrations lost since leaving Albuquerque. Like hunwas forty dreds of others he lost all ho had in
$18,(HJu,U0(l, The town site of the Forty-Ninefire, and after a
acres around Portsmouth square, the "Plaza," where the earthquake and
visit here will proceed to New
Capt. Montgomery first raised the American flag July 8, short
York where he will make his home in
184H. Hut to make the later city miles of profound swamps the future.
were filled in, some of them to the deptli of eighty feet,
John Dellart, representing Lodge
as wtre miles of tide Hats; scores of hills were tipped No. l!iJ4, Brotherhood of Locomotive
unover into scores of valleys and cuts and fills, before
Engineers, at San Marcial, accompaheard of, were made. Market street, for example, is in nied by his wile, left Saturday night
places sixty feet below its old level. All this building up for Memphis, Tenn., where the anof a city Involved the removal of 21.ooO,l)00 yards of earth nual convention of the order will be
held the week following May 15. En
and the raising to grade of ne: ry 1,000 brici; buildings.
gineer Jack Fenner will represent the
After the great fire of 1851, the last before the pres- local lodge
at the convention.
ent holocaust, the material for the rebuilding of the city
rust.'ing committee of tho fall
The
Auswas brought in part from New York, London and
fair fittivitiew w;.s out again this
tralia, because at that time it was cheaper than brick-maki- afternoon, and rounded up some of
and stone cutting on the spot.
the "hard kernels t; crack." The
lioys are coming into line nicely, and
San Francisco is noted for its hotels and Its restaurants The reason for the magnificence of its hostelrles is if subscriptions continue as they have
found in the exorbitant prices that prevailed' In the early the last few days, Manager-Directo- r
Rosenwald
days of immigration for rents and edibles and everything McCanna and Secretary
will be in a position shortly to anthat goes to the making of a home. Money was the com- nounce
the
that a lair will surely
monest thing and home tho rarest. For some years there be held thisfact
fall.
were practically no famililes, and for years after families
Prof. Edgar L. Hewitt of the bu
began to arrive the continued high prices for food, ser- reau
of ethnology, Washington, D. C,
vants, building and rents mado the people patronize was a visitor in this city yesterday
hotels to an extent that in any other community woulu en route to El Paso, where he will
have been deemed nothing short of scandalous.
outfit for an extended trip into Old
in IStio the American men in California outnumbered Mexico for research work among the
the American women four to one. Money was easy and Aztec ruins. Prof. Hewitt spent some
life hard, it took six months to get a bill of goods from time in Santa Fe endeavoring to sein the building of
voyage cure
New York, the nearest market, by a round-aboa roadway from that city to the
of 19,ooo miles In a sailing ship. The population was
park cliff dwellings.
shifting and it was impossible to order commodities with
Mr.
W. W. Strong and
intelligence, when the arrival of a ship might upset the Mr. andandMrs.Mrs.
W. H. Hahn left on the
the
one
was,
so
time
example,
it
market. And
for
that
flyer this morning for California. The
price of tobacco was $2 a pound' and still going up, and Strongs.
to be absent from the
that in the w inter of lS4!t boxes of plug tobacco were em- city six or eight months, touring the
ployed for street crossings in San Francisco through the Pacific coast states, the northwest
knee-dee- p
drowned. country and New Y'ork. Mr. and Mrs.
mud, In which men were actually
One man used tobacco for tho foundation of his new Hahn expect to be absent about six
The latter were accompanied
house. When saleratus was bringing $16 a pound an order weeks.
by Mrs.
New York, sister of
was sent, to New York by men who expected to make an Mr. Hahn.Morris of
it
independent fortune at retailing it, but who had to sell
Huron Bronti. who will be rememfor six cents a pound after it arrived, owing to the drop in bered here as a member of the Reg-gprice, because someone else had thought of it, and the
Prince Opera company, which did
a
market was overstocked, i
engagement at tin; CaAt this time there were no warehouses, no stores that sino last summer, has vaulted into
were not tinder linxos. Freight, lighterage and drayage notoii. ;y at El Paso by picking up a
were euormoufly liih; interest lo per cent a month, with gold watch on the court house steps
turning it over to the El Paso
the story of one plunger having paid 1 per cent u day on and
police department. Mr. Hronti lost, his
his last loans. It js no wonder that the spirit of reckless
all in the San Francisco earthquake
uess prevailed, it was easy come, easv go. The eastern disaster.
man who had saved money on earnings of $20 a month
('.: '. , e. Crary. a wealthy gen-ta
"went broki " frcduentlv on wai-eof t"oo or :!
ai.ia of Los Angeles, Ls stopping in
month.
the
'or a few days. Mr. Crary
foni iiiv resided in this city, and on
movi'iK'
i the "City of Angels" was
MANCHURIA
THE LAND OF BEANS
tor ev.ial years the treasurer ot
Boston m America s not in it when compared with the s'a:i'
Pacific Railway
i i
Manchuria in
on the question of beans.
Deans
He Is well pleased with Albu,
beans, at all time-- every where in Manchuria. The Ma- querque, as he sees it, today, ami on
ncunians mal e ibeir broad out of beans, liean cuke was iviiy l..::,d notes many substantial
served in immense quantities to the Japanese and Rus impi'.v.-- eats.
O A. p.urner, one of the man) San
siati urmli s. ami also to the horses. Saturated in oil bean
who lo.t
cake is used exttnsively for fuel. The Japanese are now Franciseo photographers
their i..ue.s by tho earthquake or
using bean cakes for fertilizing imposes In place of fish
n,.,, that ensued, has purthe bean cake having been found less expensive. The thi'muh
chased t'.e Crown photograph gallery
new Hankow-Pekin- g
in
railroad will make competition
of Mr
and this morning took
the bean market, it will carry the Yangtso vallev bea.i ios. - l.ovell
mil nf the business. Mr. llurt-- n
cake, not so rich as that of Manchuria, but saleable, at
s
.a:;,.!V in Frisco was at No.
a much reduced price.
lit! .ri. Mroct, iu a building that
Cotton is king in Manchurian imports and America wit!. :.,,, id,, earthquake shock, but
sells moie than all other foreign nations combined. The wa.,
oued by the tire.
"lb-- v. tiiy Hash" is the name of a
supply of draft animals furnished to the Russian and Jap
.;
new
,i. iae decoctim which is having
anese armies gave the Mauchurian ready money whu
will result in an active demand for foreign goods.
Hut a ): r,:;; t the sula fountain of the
It is a mixture
there Is no use of sending them canned beans. A heavy Ahai.e'o piiurinaey. Staehlin,
prepaid by Charles
and has
tall of snow during the last Manchurian winter insures bee,
0 popular that Charley has
g
crops and an active export trade
a ha: i.nie keeping enough in stock.
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is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

WJNDERWEAR

.

Every Man May be Fitted.

S'H-on- d

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

1

I

50c.

per garment.

fabrics,

d

7 Sc.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
to $4.50 per garment.
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clean up stock
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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o:
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SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN
Ho ls thinking seriously of securing
a patent from tho Good Food department of the government for the mixture, and then selling the receipe to
other soda mixologists in the country.
Try it; you will never regret it.
A. V. Kavanaugh has returned from
a business trip to tho towns along the
Santa Fo road out in Arizona. He says
Winslow Klks will join Albuquerque
Klks in the excursion to the Denver
meeting, sending in from twelve to
twenty members, and other 1owns out
west will also come in line. A meeting
of the special committee on tho Denver trip will bo held tonight at 7:30
o'clock at the law firm otllce of Felix
Lester, at which all members should
attend.
Tonight in the Central High school
building the new city school board
will hold their first meeting, at which
time the new members will take the
oath of ofllco and a clerk of the board
Charles White, the
will bo elected.
present clerk, is a candidate for reelection and while there are several
other strong candidates out for tho
position. It is said by the "wise ones"
that Charles will again secure the
sinecure (?).
Mr. and Mrs. George H. ilrowne
and children have broken up housekeeping here and will leave tonight
for Magdalena, where they will reside
Mr. Ilrowne is the
iu tho future.
secretary-treasurand general manager of tho store of the Ilanch Supply
company at Magdalena. Frank Colt-harfor a number of years clerk at
the Albuquerque Hardware company,
will accompany Mr. Urowne, and will
have charge of the hardware department of the new company.
er
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

i
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

MAUGER
WOO$--

W. E.

with Mauger

4.

Avery, Boston

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale tlgno:

and

o:

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, lya. Salesroom, in South Firs'.
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexic.
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at ence, to make room for my
new 6tock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
nnd they can be bought at real
bargains.

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG

BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

Call-graph-

G. S. RAMSAY,

401

JEMEZ HOT

West Railroad Avenue.
SPRINGS

Superintendents
Fairvlew
Ssuta Barbara Cemeteries

ni

MONUMENTS
201-2-

N. Second St.. Both Phones,

j

Grand Central Hotel

STAGE LINE

Carries the Vnited States mail;
line wiih a. change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Frldav. at 5 a. m For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co.. au nts. Albuquerque. X. M.. or J.
II. BLOCK, I'ropriek.r, IVrea, X. M.
only

Highland Jersey

Dairy.

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone, Jlk.
1500 S. B'way.
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MRS. OWEN
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ALBUQUERQUE

wiaY 7, 1906.

DRY FARMING

MOGOLLON GOLD

LARGE AUDIENCE

AND COPPER CO.

HEARS SERMON

EVENING

BERNALILLO

CITIZEN.

COUNTY

THE

PROBATE COURT

CONVENTION!

VTOCK

Baccalaureate Address' of
by Rev. Barron
livered Last Night.

N. M.

U.

Meeting This Morning
and tlcctcd Board of
Directors For 1906.

At

Held

De-

Las Vegas Largely Attended, Several New Mexicans
Addressed Meeting.

Probate Judge Romero Dis-- j
qualifies S. C. Jackson
as Administrator.

TO

-

Elks- ihcatcr was crowded
from
pit to dome lat nigtht at 8:15 o'clock,
when the Methodist Episcopal church
choir opened the baccalaureate services of the University of New Mexico, i participated in by all tho city
ch urc lies, with the singing t tne
hymn, "God
Is Our Kefugo and
Strength."
Not a vacant scat, In foyer or the
galleiics was to lie seen. The four
rows of mats of tho center aisles had
boon reserved for the university students and faculty, who were out in
full numbers.
After tho invocation. Dr. W. O.
Tight, president of tho university,
road from the scriptures. Psalm,
by the chorus, "A
OlII., followed
Dream of Paradise," aud prayer. The
ladlts' quartet, composed of Mes- danies Harrison, McDonald, Miller
and Washburn, then sang "Lead,
Kindly Light," in an especially acceptable manner, which was followed
by tile baccalaureate eermon, preached by Rev. John W. Barron, pastor of
the Congregational church.
Rev. Barron delivered a forceful
and aide address, that was followed
closely by all present, young and old
alike, taking as his text the passage,
"Think, on These Things." from
4:9, and for his subject,
"The Control of Thought."
On tho conclusion of Rev. Barron's
address, the congregation joined in
singing the university hymn written
by Thomas Wlstar, nnd after this, the
benediction.
The choruses were well rendered by
the Methodist church choir, under toe
direction of S. Houghton, chorister.
The next event in the commencement exercises of the university will
take place tomorrow night at the theater, when the annual oratorical contest will be held, tho contestants and
subjects being as follows:
J. Ralph Tascher "Independence."
Allan F. Keller "The Hero and the
Graft."
Huggett "The
Miss Lillian G.
Spirit of the West."
Agnes McAllum "Joan of
Miss
Arc."
El wood Albright "Optimism."
The contest is for a purse offered
by the lawyers, ministers and life Insurance agents of the city, to bo divided into first, second flnd third
prizes, and tho contest this year
should prove exceedingly Interesting,
as tho contestants are the best speakers of which the university boasts,
and their subjects contain great .po-
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ACTIVE OPERATIONS
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-
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New

Lead and Conner.

York,
5.75;

1S75.

lead,
ii.K'r. firm, at
May

7.

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among the
lately arrived goods. We have them

firm at
$18.50

St. Louis Wool.
Ixiuls, Mo.. May 7. Wool

mar--

k

..Prettily Upholstered.,

steady; territory and western mediums, 22(fi29c; fine medium, 2D.i.5c;
fine, lSS21c.

IS QIITF. SENSATIONAL

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts

"It Is to be regretted that more, Upon a petition of the widow ol
Tho stockholders of the Mogollon
Chicago Live Stock.
Probate
Gold and Cor per company, or New Albuqutrquoans did not attend thei Frank A. Twist, deceased.
Chicago. May 7.
Receipts,
convention of the; Clerk Jesus Romero today summarily 22,000; market 10c Caltl-Mexico, held a meeting this morning fourth annual
higher; beeves,
Farming tussoclat Ion, removed S. C. Jackson as administrain the offices of the company in the Camplx'll In-$. loll 6.15; cows and heifers, $1.75
at Las Vegas Saturday.'' satd tor of the Twist estate, and forthwith jfi.UO;
Commercial Club building for the held
stockors and feeders, $2.50
purpose of electing a board of direct- 11. rman Blueher, who was the only' appointed the petitioner in his stead. 4.9ii; Texans, $3.9O4.70;
calves, $4
11.
delegate
W.
Attorney
represented'
Albuquerque
from
year.
Chtldcrs
to
attend
ensuing
tbe
ors for
Among tho out of town stockhold- the convention, In conversation with Mrs. Twist.
Sheep Receipts,
27,000;
market
In her petition, Mrs. Twist alleged!
of The Evening
ers of the company in attendance at a representative
strong; sheep, $47.75; lambs, $1.75
tli-j
Mr.
ter-was
Citizen
out
today.
that
Jackson
J.
T.
of
were
meeting
morning's
this
6f 7.80.
be removed
"I am sure that hail the business ritoiy and that he
Curran of Xew York, president of the
company, and Wm. Weatherby. of men realized the Importance of this as aumir.isu .'..tor of said estate, If fori
Provisions.
Cooney, New Mexico.
convention, the knowledge to lye, no otiier reason, and also that thei Chicago, May 7. Following were
In
said
Jackson
,
his
tinal
wre
had
stockholders
Al-following
gained, and the ultimate good to
re.iort
The
closing pricw;
Imquerquo
eleeted us the beard of directors:
and vicinity that might levied bills against tho estate thai
Wheat May, 8o"c; July, 7!c.
were
not
comtiie
president
of
T. J. Curran,
lcal.
have accrued by more
complete
Corn May, 4tBic; July, 45;Slc.
i
L'nder
sworn
New
stnttmont,
G.
W.
Mrs.
Stubbs,
Twist
pany, Xew York.
knowledge of the advantages of the
Oats May,
July, 30T
died,
Mexico, representative of the com- Campbell system, there would have said that when iter husband
31c.
,
j
WVa'her-byMr.
Jackson
J.
Wm.
herself
accompanied
pany, Albuquerque,
and
more Albuqucrqucans present."
Pork May, $15.07V4: July, $15.22.
tno remains east; that Mr. Jack sou
John F. Bradner.
Cooney, N.
Lard May, $8.35; July, $8.45.
Mr. Blueher Ls a practical farmer bought
aLd Leonard Brink, both the last
costtickets to Chicago,
Ribs $8.45lg $8.60.
and garden r, navtng been engaged in ing $129,three
X.paid
Y.
Middloiown,
for two berths, paid
named residents of
those pursuits In this vicinity 6ince Li"o lor
represenand $1 for a carnage,
Clocing Stock Quotations.
Mr. Stubbs, tho resident
SS2. and he Is convinced that
the ilia sum meals
Xew York, May 5. Following were
of which was charged up
tative of the company, stated to a Campbell system is not only pracagainst
Citithe estate. Mrs. TwUrt also closing quotations today:
representative of The Evening
It, offers advantages to
tical, but
produced ail itemized, fctatenient from Atchison, common
zen this afternoon that the new board the firmerthat
89
in this territory not to i
considering
tho American Lumber company, of Atchison, preferred
the gained by irrigation.
108 Vi
of directors were
wiiici he was at the time manager, Xew York Central
feasibility of resuming operations In
137 V4
"J. L. Donahue, president of Mie for the same charges
the near future, and that in U like- Campbell
as above. When Pennsylvania
134s
System
Farming
associaasked alout the carriage, Mrs. Twist Southcrni Pacific
63lihood work would be resumed very
soon, probably as soon as the new tion, of Denver, Colo.," said he, "spoke said that it was for a carriage in Union Pacific, common
144"),
on
Campbell
idea,'
clearly
'the
and
which Mr. Jackson and Mr. A. B.
Union Pacific, preferred
board can hold a meeting and author92'2
his points.
demonstrated
It was
ize such action.
rode from the depot to a Amalgamated Copper
lo.l'i
average
an
shown
rainfall
with
that
Tho company 'a properties are lohotel in Chicago that alio walked United States Steel, common..,. ;'.S7s
district in of ten Inches, two out of three crops with Irlends Irom the depot to whtre United States Steel, preferred. lot!
cated In the Mogollon

with

all
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southwestern
Socorro county, and can bo raised, with from thirty-fivcomprise the Cooney group, the Llttie to fifty bushels to the acre.
"The Campbell Idea is to plow tie
Charlie group, the "98" group, the
Florid group and the Independence ground alotit ten inches deep, thorgroup, the two principal mines, in oughly ipulverizo it, so tin at it will abbeing 4ihe sorb all moisture, like a sponge, plant
point of development
Cooney mine and the Ieap Y'ear mine. crops two successive years, and on
The Mogollon district, during its the third year let the ground lay Idle,
eventful history, has to Its credit catching and absorbing all the rain$7,0O0,O(i0 output, and in this district fall, so that It will again be good for
Is located the famous Last
Chance t wo out of three crpps.
"I .as Vegas gave t40 acres to the
mine, one of the richest in the United
system for an experimental farm, and
States.
The .Mogolloiv. Gold and Copier It looks as though it would prove not
only a successful experinunt, hut a
n
con
company have a larsc
investment for Ijss Vegas, a it
centrator on the works and the ore good
which they nre now sacking for ship- will undoubtedly bring Immigration
ping, averages $10O per ton, the con- to that portion of the territory.
"I believe that Albuquerque Is mak
centrates not running quite so nigh.
Active operations at tie mines have ing a mlstiaike In not taking up the
been suspended for som time past, matter and Inducing the Campbell
owing o certain conditions which people ta conio here and start an
prevailed, but it Is thought that op- experiment farm. We have plenty ol
erations will soon bo resumed, and Mesa land that would be suitable for
as all the necessary machinery for 'he experiment, and if successful,
developing and working the min.vs and they demonstrated that a com
made, with1. fortable living could
are on the seen, of operations,
wl.l
but the authorization of tlie out the expense of Irrigating, by the
only be
Hard of directors to start active oir adry farming system, it would
matter of time until Immigration
wrtions.
Mr. Stubbs will continue in the ei started this way, something that we
parity ff Xew Mexico representative, haven't had for yearn."
ssibilities.
Mr. Blueher .stated that he thought
The admission to the contest, which with cifces in the Commercial club
if the. conditions were favorable, that,
will bo iheld In Elks' theater Tues- building, as heretofore.
is, if ti'je average rainfall amounted
day, night, beginning promptly at 8:15
to as much as ten inches annually,
o'clock, will bo free, and persons SANDOVAL COUNTY
and if the Commercial club would
wishing to do so, may reserve their
up the matter,
they could Inseats at Matron's today.
DISTRICT COURT take
duce, lhe Campbell association, which
Wednesday, May 9, at 8:15 p. m.,
is backed by a number of conservawill take place the junior reception to
ORGANIZED 'THIS MORNING, TO tive Colorado business nun, to start
the seniors, by invitation.
near here.
Thursday, May 10, beginning at 10
BE IN SESSION FOR PROBABLY operations
The good, he thinks, that would aca. in-- ,, on, tiho university campus, the
A WEEK.
crue from such an experiment, if it
class day exercises will be held, and
were successful, and he does not be
In the evening In University hall, the
Judge Al(lott and the Second dis- lieve the Campbell people
would
alumni banquet, by invitation, will trict,
court attches, accompanied by tackle it unless sure of success, would
take place.
of attorneys, went to be
and would benefit
Friday, May 11, at 8:15 p. m., in a large number morning
to open the not only tho city, but this portion of
Elks' theater, the commencement ad- Bernalillo this
term of Sandoval county court the country at large, and Mr. Blueher,
dress will 1 delivered by Dr. W. E. first
to be held since the moving of the who has had many years practical
Garrison, president of the Butler col- county
seat from Corrales. The grand experience as a farmer. Is positive
lege, Indianapolis, Ind., which will
will set to work today, and a that conditions here are more fawind up the University of Xew Mex- jury
Vegas even, as
ico commencement exercises for the few oases may be set, among them vorable than at
the riot case developing out of the the land is of a butter quality.
year 19tiG.
tight s which occurred during tho ma"There are hundreds of acres,"
chinists' strike, which have leen taken said he, "lying to the east and west
VETERAN ENGINE BUILDER
to Sandoval county on change of of the city, wihich are a present mesa
venue.
lands without value, that under the
Those who went up this morning Campbell system could be cultivated
M.
L. HINMAN,
OF THE OLD
BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE
WORKS, were Judge Abbott, District Attorney to advantage, and made ten times
P. their present value."
Clancy, Court Stenographer
H.
PASSES THROUGH THE
Mon-toyW. M. Jardiue, of the Utah Agri
OF REORGANIZED Owen, Court Interpreter Xestor
District Clerk W. E. Dame, At- cultural college, who spoke at the
PLANT IS TWO ENGINES PER
torneys lSVIU B. Field, E. V. Chaves, convention
on "Ujah
Experiments
DAY.
Summers Burkhardt, Jtidge Crollott With Dry Land," told how their arid
wastes were cultivated
T. S. Hubbell.
under the
To be the last, of the company of and
The session will probably last Campbell system, with only an avermen who in 1S09 organized the
age
throughout
week,
rainfall
of ten Inches, and how
the
and instead of
Brooks Locomotive company, now
known as the American Locomotive remaining in Bernalillo, because of land purchased for f 1.25 an acre was
now
of
lack
accommodations,
court
worth from $35 to $50 per acre,
the
company, of Dunkirk, X. Y., may be
credited to M. I ILinman, who pass- will spend the nights in this city, go- and that all Campbell system farmand ers were making a comfortable lived through tho city this morning en ing to Bernalillo every morning evening witill their two out of three crops.
route east, from Pasadena, Cal., where returning to Albuquerque every
"I certainly think tho Commercial
hi and his family thave been spending ing.
club should try to get the Campbell
the winter.
ixople to come lure, and get In on
"Yes, they are all dad but me, and DEATH OF LIEUTENANT
the ground floor with them. In the
I don't feed as lively as I did a few
years back. The Brooks Iocomotive
SHUBALL C. WHITING event that it was a failure, we would
be out but very little, and if It
company became a thing of the past
was a success, think of the ultimata
alxjut four years ago, and the old
A
DECEASED
WAS
good
BROTHER
OF
that would result to Albuquer4knit Is now being operated by the
MAJOR H. R. WHITING, OF THIS que and this section of the country."
American Locomotive company. They
CITY.
The speakers at the convention
aro working 3,000 men and are turnheld Saturday in las Vegas, and
ing out two locomotives a day. We
Major
Whiting
H.
It.
city,
of
tueir topics were as follows:
are sending a good many engines to is in receipt of a letter fromthis
Detroit.
J. L. Donahue, president of the
That counMexico just at present.
Mich.,
conveying
home
his old
to Cam;:! ell system Farming associatry is developing vry fast."
hi in the sad news of the death and tion, "The Campbell Id. a."
!urial of his brother, Lieutenant. Shu-bal- l
W. II. Olin, of the Colorado Agri-- ,
MENAUL SCHOOL COMMtNCEMENT
C. Whiting. The death occurred cultural college, "Seed Selection."
at Grand Rapid. Mich., on April 27.
F. W. Besley, of the United States
EXERCISES TO TAKE PLACE MAY Tho remains wire taken to Detroit, forestry department,
"The
Forest
ADDRESS where interment occurred on May 1. Tree ami Campbell System."
10 BACCALAUREATE
DELIVERED YESTERDAY AFT- Tho deceased was t7 years of age, and
J. J. Vernon, of the Xew Mexico A.
ERNOON.
tho youngest of the brothers, the ma- & M. college, "Possibilities of Dry
jor being the only one left, of the Farming in New Mexico."
The baccalaureate address of the
who saw service in tho Civil
W. M. Jardiue, of the Utah AgriMenaul school, north of lhe city, was three
war, the oldet brother dying in cultural college, "Utah Experiments
delivered yesterday afternoon by Rev. Washington
few years alter the With Dry Land."
John K. Uuss, s) nodical Miperinteiid-en- t close of the agreat
Civil strife.
E. R. Parsons, Campbell System exof tho Presbyterian
church in
Shuball C. Whiting enlisted as a pert, "The Dry Farming Orchard."
New Mexico and Arizona, to a Lirge private
in the Twenty-seventMichJ. D. Tinsley, v.t the Xew Mexico A.
audience, among them being quite a igan
was brevettel lieu- and M. college, "Advantages of the
number of the members of the church tenant volunteers,
on the Held in front of Peters- I.:us Vegas District for Farming."
In
In this city and others intciet-.eburg, Va., and was on the staff of
the work of the institution.
Tho commencement exorcises prop- Major General O. B. Willcox at. the
TOO LATE 10 CLAttIFY
of tho war. When ho was muser of the school will take place Thurs- close
day afternoon, May 10. at 2 o'clock. tered out. he was first lieutenant. The
and popularly FOR SALE Household poods. S'J7
All relatives and friends of the stu- deceased was well
Sou; !j Kdiih street.
in Grand Rapids, aud espedents, and others interested, are extended a cordial invitation to be pres- cially at Detroit, his old home.
Major Whiting 'has many warm
Slyvester B. Garcia, agent for coment.
friends here, not only among tne plete story of San Francisco earthBUY FURNITURE WITH NEWS- Grand Army vett rans, but among
quake and fire. Leave orders at Briggs'
generally,
who will join with drug siore, corner of First street and
PAPERS. ASK J. D. EMMONS, THE
this paper in offering him condob ne. Gobi avt line.
FURNITURE MAN.
CITY-CAPA-
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she stopiied. The petition also protested a charge of $10 per day maie
by Mr. Jackson against ttio estate for
accompanying tiie remains of his deceased relativo back east. Mr. Jack-soand the deceased, Frank A.
Twist, were brothors-iu-laBesides board bills for two children, one of which Mr. Jackson is alleged to have virtually adopted when
its mother, (Mr. Twist's first wife),
died tho petitioner also protested a
charge of $100 Jackson made against
the estate for attorney's fees. The
fees referred to were for work done
by Attorney E. W. Dobson, who, as
attorney for the American Lumber
company, had made no charge.
Tuo disqualified administrator Is
at present engaged in t he lumber bro
kerage business in Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., May 7. Cat e
Receipts, 10,000, Including 1,500 s
erns. Market 6 to B e iilgln r.
tlve steers, $4.40(fi6; southern n
$3.25f 5.15; southern
cows,
4.25; native cows and holfers, $2.:o
5.15; stockers and feeders, $3(ii5;
bulls, $2.75 4.25; cal vis, $3&6; western fed steers. $3.50 5.40; western
fed cows, $2.50 4.50.
Sheep Receipts, 4,000; market is
strong to 10c higher. Muttons, $4.75
range
rib.lt; lamps, $a.757.40;
wethers, $.(TiU.35; fed ewes, $4.50
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TALK OF

A NEW

CAR

will receive the personal care of one of the firm
'
both of whom are druggists of many

years' experience.

No. UP WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

IN SESSION TODAY

LINE

100 PER CENT SATISFACTION

SIX NEW DENTISTS TO BE MADE
IN MEETING WHICH CONTINUES
OVER TOMORROW.

Is locked up in every box

of White
Uly cigars until you pry open the lid.
Accident? Just happened? Streakof
luck? Nay, nay. And say It three
times and you'll tell the truth thrice!.
We have studied to make the White
Lily the best cigar for five cents you
can buy and it ls.
By the box?
Fifty for $2. Got the name?

The Xew Mexico Board of Dental
Examiners met today In the otlice of
President L. H. Chamberlin. Those
present wero Dr. L. II. Chamberlin,
president; Dr. F. E. Olney, vice presl
dent; Dr. C. N. Uird, secretary, and
Dr. Hammond. Those taking the ex
amination before the board aro W. W.
Tilton, Clayton; L. T. Smith, San
Marclal; II. Keehn and II. II. Taylor
of Artesla. Tho board will continue
In session tomorrow, when the candidates will be examined.

OWNERS.
There is some agitation on among
residents in the Highlands residential
district, which has as its object the
imiWIing of an electric car line through
that section of the city, which will
give service to the more thickly settled districts.
Quite a number of business men are
interesting themselves in tlv movement and the matter has already
reached the point where the projectors
have offered to build the Hne provided
the property owners In that district
will raise a subsidy of $15,000.
In
the event that this subsidy Is furthcoming it is the intention of tho pro
jectors to go before tho city council
and ask a franchise for their line to
east Hailroad avenue. Broad way
one or two other thickly settled
streets not yet determined upon, and
proceed with the buildiiiK Of the line,
either complete it or sell out to
the Traction company with the pro- vlso that the line be put, in operation
as Intended.
It Is asserted by those who have Interested themselves In the matter of
a Highland car line, that the new project Is In no way connected with the
Traction company and that none of
tho Traction company people are in
on tho deal.
The line would materially increas"e
the property values in that district
and would fill a long felt want. However, the matter is yet in its Infancy
auu numing aennue nas come or the,
plans, although those interested are
working up tho matter and it may be
that before many moons the, residents
of tho Highlands will have street car
service as well as the lowlands.

ooooo
The St. Elmo

o o

SLUGGED IN ROSWELLi
Word has been received in this
city to tho effect that Crosvenor
Clarkson, son of the former chair-serv- e
I,1!,n of tho republican national com-anniittee, was uluirgcd and severely
Ix'aten in Hoswell Saturday nltfit by
William Overstreet, the affray
d
rurrlnj? on Main street, after a hot
exchange of words, which finally led
to blows.
YomiK C'larkson was In Koswell as
the special nirint. of the interior department, Invostiiraling alleged land
frauds, and the fight was tho outgrowth of tho Indictment of Over-streetogether with tho 'Tallmadses.
on land fraud' charges,
Overstreet
claiming that Clarkson was "persecuting" 'him.
Overstreet wins arrested ami plead
ed guilty to fighting, before a Justice
of the
but it Is Bald that he
will Ui prosecuted nnder a United
States special statute that, makes It a
felon v to attack a federal officer,
Clarkson came out. second best In the
encounter.

I

d
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JOSEPH

120

RAILROAD

AVENUfc.

o

;

Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc' 0

BARNETT, Prop'n

8 AMPLE AND 0

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

oc-an-

THE FIRST LESSON

Aill M

t,

)

IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important of all; that

Is the selection
of proper flour.
There ls no difficulty about this it
Empress flour Is chosen. It la ao
good and makes such sweet, whita
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use It for that Tery
reason.

Wholesale Agent.
Wot Copper Ava.

114
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DAY

BENT'S INSECT

Saturday night the (. K. War- -'
ren post. No. 5, G. A. It , held a regu- Iar meeting, and transacted
much
business of Importance to the post.
Messrs. Cardwell, .McDonald, Whiting nnd Steward reported to the meet- -'
ing their doings at the
Cruces encampment, and all reported having
had a fine time.
After hearing these iuii iesting reports. Post Commander Cardwell appointed the executive committee to
have charge of all arrangements for
Memorial day exercises on May 30;
to appoint their
secure orators and to prepare an appro- -'
prlate program.
The names of the executive com- -'
mittee are as follows: K. S. Stover.1
H. It. Whiting. J. N Warner. Edward
Johnson aud V. W. Me Donald.
The committee hopes to be able to
announce the program of exercises in
a few days.

DESTROYER
ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

-is

Mrs.

J. RICHARDS

A.

113'a WEST

GR05VEN0R CLARKSON

j

MEMORIAL

The Williams Drug Co.

DENTAL EXAMINATION

0

FOR

111

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

6.

TO RUN INTO THE HIGHLANDS
PROMOTERS AWAITING A $15,-00SUBSIDY FROM
PROPERTY

PREPARING

Imperial Laundry Co.

rrr

lug at
ed woi.

Anderson,
200
avenue, has lee
that
h
son,
a
her
painful In- (Kcar, met wis
iurv while ot work In i:i Paso as a
tt.-Wdk rmaker.
A
lii: el'
ste
inTO hi (.VI. Y1.W..W1T
- the calling
of a physician, who re: .nvcd the iar- u
hiui great nrr.i". i! y. Although!
suffering severely fron 'he accldeni,1
it is not thought that Mr. Anderson
wi'l lose the eyesight.
EVERY COPY OF THE CITIZEN
IS WORTH $1 TO YOU. ASK J. D
EMMONS, THE FURNITURE MAN.

r

AUSTRIAN

INSTANT DKATH TO
ALL KINDS OP
I.VSIX'TS.

BORRADAILE

Z

SOLD ONLY BY

.

ALVARADO PHARMACY

'

Corner First St. and Gold Ave.

?

Opposite

Raynolds'

SERVANT

LET IT

AVE.
New Bldg.

BUILDING.
CHINA

GO. ,

THAT

DO YOUR

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

ft

117 Gold Avenue

NEVER

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR 8HOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

WORK.

PHARMACY

EAST RAILROAD

A

&

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.

and

HIGHLAND

f

Furniture and Crockery

35 cts. Per Pint

t

CATHEDRAL

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

occocwoooc

HOW ARE YOUR EYES?
T

Hio:li

Patent Flour is made from

Choice Kansas Turkey Hard Wheat

ASK VOUR GROCER FOR IT
Phone

The ciarkeviiie Produce Co.,

Ho you know that more
hoadached
are due - eye strain faun to any
other one cause?
t-

"V.

OMur rcMi.ts are: Blurring of print when reading; nervousness . cloud v
visum; eye pains; eves watering; feeling as of sand In the eyes
and
fyr"1"'""s'
as ind'Pt""'. constipation, fuua!
'dUor- !uar"y- WE EXAMINE YOUR EYES FREE.
And tell you whether or not glasses will hlp you. Absolutely correct
fit
guaranteed.
No trues work and no grafting. 'Hie- ability of our optician,
DR. C. H. CARNES,
Is second to none.
ve w.n ue pleased to servo jou.
114 Railroad Avenue.
H. YANOW.
-

Dealers in Flour and Feed, for a Sample Sack

ALBUQUERQUE
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WJMW TO KNOW YOU.
I

EVENING

CITIZEN.

IT

MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906.

DOLLMRB

BB

have been in Albuquerque a Year Have Met Many
Have Not Met

YOU

People-Ma- ny

I

Have

Riet You?

I

If

Not Want to Meet You Face to Face
I

TmnsssanBatBsrtKvm

to know my business; to know how I do business, and 'where I do business. You should know
this already. If you do not, I am going to pay you to learn it; actually pay you money. It's easy. Commencing on
It has the
we will attach a coupon to this "ad." that is worth
MAY
purchasing power of cash at my store. Cut out the coupons (no limit to the number; get all you can), bring them to the store
any time this month and get them signed, and they will be good any time before January 1st, 1907.
I

want you to know me

E?.00 to you.

7th,

MONDAY,

JB Pfl fEMHI$Llfr$

Cor. Coal and Second

The FURNITURE

i

IWAM

TVttT'JfiMiT

CANNING CENTER
MOVES WESTWARD

Shortage in Packed Tomatoes
Threatened, However, Despite Growth of Industry.
BUILD NEW PLANTS

IN THE WEST

the possible HOME VERSION OF
sistant principal of the Demlng public
schools, and was beloved by all of
apportionment to nine and one-ha- lf
cans a family.
the scholars, who in that length of
were under his tuition. For the
Between the seasons 1901 and 1902
DEMING TRAGEDY time
past four years Prof. Duff held the
there was a somewhat similar shortage, when the price of the vegetable
office of superintendent of schools of
went up, and Jobbers were forced to
Luna county. At the last election he
pay $l.ti() a dozen. This depree of In Which Prof. Duff Lost His was elected on the republican ticket
over his democratic adversary by a
stringency has not been reached yet
large majority.
this year, however, for the price at
Life
Dickey
Prof.
and
present is onlv $1.15 to $1.30 a dozen
His remains were laid to rest in the
cans. As the season gets older a
Masonic cemetery last Sunday afterWas Wounded.
noon, services being conducted
repltltlon of the rise in prices which
by
Deming Ixdge No. 12, A. F. & A. M.
occurred in 1902 is likely.
Buy Tomatoes for Soldiers.
W. H. Dickey came here three years
During the Spanish-America- n
War SOME OF THE LATEST
FACTS a" as 8llnpr,ntendent of the public
government learned
the
national
bcihiuis aim nas given general satisthrough the medical men In the army
faction to. all in that capacity. He. .also
J......4l...., " !
service the peculiar medicinal qual- From Doming Headlight.
""""
C "
."5' ities of the tomato which caused solIt is with the most Intense personal antI thoroughness has succeeded in
diers to prefer it over other canned
vegetables. Since that time the com- dislike that the Headlight makes any placing the schools of this city on
missary department has been supply- mention of the awful tragedy that was! the very highest plain; in fact under
ing larger quantities than ever be- enacted upon the streets of this city his immediate supervision our public
fore to army posts, and th4 govern- last Saturday at about 11:45 o'clock, schools stand In a most enviable light
ment has become one of the largest where one of our good citizens lost today as compared with like institu
purchasers In the market
Several his life and another now lies on a bed tions any where else in the territory,
car loads are distributed to soldiers of pain, suffering pangs of sorrow aad Mr. Dickey is a native Tennesseelan,
regret.
although we believe be taught some
near Chicago monthly.
Following is a table showing the! Last Saturday at the hour mention-tot- al of the best schools in the state of
pack of the current year, lned U. Francis Duff, superintendent of Texas before he came here.
comparison with the output of the schools for Luna county and assistant
principal of Demlng public schools
Stomach Troubles.
nine previous years:
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
Cases of two stepped to the edge of the sidewalk
doz. tins each. at the postoillce corner and called to respected resident of Faisonia, Miss.,
6,070,516 W. H. Dickey, principal of Deming was sick with stomoch trouble for
1905
Chamler-laln'- s
8,814,596 public Bchools, who was driving west more than six months.
1904
1903
Stomach and Liver Tablets
10,679,809 on Spruce street, "stop there," Dickey
1902
9,494,812 at once stopped, and as Duff was ad- cured her.
She says:
"I can now
1901
4,518,221 vancing on him with a pistol, called, eat anything I want and am the
1900
5,849,593 "see what that man is doing, stop proudest woman 1iT the 'world to find
7,404,923 him," at the same time Biirinclne to euch, a good medicine." For sale by
1899
1898
5,797,806 'the ground on the opposite side of his all druggists.
Samples free.
1897
4,149,441 j buggy and drawing a pistol. Instantly!
1896
3,541,188 two reports fhat were so close togeth- WHERE IS WALTER L. KLEIN?
er that, for a time many who heard
66,320,905 them declared there was but one, rang
Total for ten years
out, and Prof. Duff lay on the ground WAS HERE IN THE WINTER OFj
Demand Grows Despite Supply.
1906
These 66,320,905 cans mean a total with a bullet wound in the head a
HIS MOTHER ANXIOUS TO
consumption in the United States of little to the left of the center of the
HEAR FROM HIM.
more than 1,500,000,000 cans in ten forehead, and Prof. Dickey shot in the
years quite a large meal. When the left front tide was running toward
If Walter L. Klein is In Albtiquer-- ;
almost inestimable quantity of tomat- - Henry Me'yer's meat market at the que, or should ho
the subjoined
oes preserved by the American house- - opposite corner of the square.
As letter, he will be read
lifting a burden
Dickey
ran
is
considered,
he
addition,
wife
looked back at Duff
in
the
the mind of his mother by
grand total of preserved tomatoes lying on the ground and exclaimed, from
;
"My God, he is dead, I didn't mean promptly letting her know his pres-runs beyond all calculation.
ent wlierealKJtits.
The mother's letEach year the consumption Is in-- to kill him."
creasing, and oaoli vear hereafter the
Duff was at once carried to Dr. S. ter reads as follows:
Baltimore, Md., April 124.
west, instead of east, will furnish the M. Strong's oliice on the opposite side
lrn H. J. Hagerman, Governor of

of the supply has reduced

'

.Z.Ll'

1

Following the shifting of the center
of population and money supply from
the east to the west, the canning industry, which each year preserves ana
distributes throughout the world millions of cans of vegetables and fruits,
has broken away from a strong eastern centralization and settled in the
Mates easily accessible to Chicago,
says the Chicago Daily
Journal.
Within the last five years a new complexion Las been given the packing
business, and, to keep up with the industrial revolution, eastern packers
have been forced to move westward
or see their trade go into other hands.
Chicago has come to the fore as the
distributing point of the country.
Great grocery Jobbing concerns in
this city, which do millions of dollars
worth of business a year, find that
from 25 to 33 per cent of their trade
is in canned goods.
West' Vegetable Business Immense
Especially in the production of can-i.e- d
peas, corn and tomatoes has there
been a big change in the standing of
the elates. New York, Maryland, New
Jersey, Delaware, and other eastern
states have Been their business decrease and come to Indiana, Wisconsin, Ohio, Illinois, iowa, Nebraska and
other western states. Indiana, especially, has come to the front in recent
years. With Wisconsin, Indiana has
taken a great portion of the canned
pea production from Marydand and
New York.

1

'udiana, Illinois and Iowa now lead
tut. list in the production of canned
corn, but in the production of canned
New Mexico.
tomatoes Indiana, among the western meal.s of manned tomatoes.
,tion of the wound disclosed the fact
Sir Pardon me for address-states, has had a most notable rise.
that the bullet had penetrated the ingDour
you, but I am so anxious to know!
Maryland, Delaware and New Jer
brain
be
it
only
question
WHY IT SUCCEEDS.
a
would
and
something about my son's whereasey are losing their tomato output and
of a few hours at the most before he bouts,
that I appeal to you for 'asIndiana Is gaining almost in propor- Because It's for One Thing Only, and'woul dpass away.
sistance in helping to locate him.
tion, although Ohio is sharing the
Albuquerque Is Learning to Appre- Dickey was placed on a bed in
My
son, Walter L. Klein, was in
benefit.
elate This.
rear room of the meat market aud an
Illinois prairie land has been
also in Old Albuquerque,'
found poor for the production of toexamination of his wound, which was Albuquerque,
New
Nothing can be good for everything, in the left side, Just below the heart,
Mexico, during the winter
of
matoes in commercial quantities, but
Doing one thing well, brings sue showed that, the bullet
aliout January or Febru-arthe cleared forest land of Indiana has
had gone linn;,ofup to year.
I have several letthis
proved specially fitted to their cul- cess.
around, probably following a rib, and
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thins that while it might be of a serious ters from him from that place. When
ture. Consequently tomato canning
plants have grown up like mushrooms only.
nature, he was in no immediate dan- I host heard from him he was in Pur-cll- .
I. T. That wias in March, 1905.
They cure sick kidneys.
ger.
Kind friends Innk liim to his
in the Indiana belt.
They cure back ache, every kidney mmo wl.ero .1 iitti ti.tor
he would go to
n on. From there he wrote
Land and Freight Rates a Reason.
'
'
New York and other eastern men
lerntlon wah nerfornipil nn,1 tho hiittet Kingman. Ariz.
I thought if some
one' could le
Here is Albuquerque evidence to extracted.
Interested in the Industry have made
Professor Dickev nt this
writing is resting comfortably and found in Albuquerque who knew my
searching inquiry into the conditions Prve it:
Mrs. W. C. Wood,
residence 720 doing as well as could be exnected son when there, lie could then perwhich are bringing to the west what
promises to develop in a few years South Broadway, says: "When on a and should no unlooked for compllca-vis- it haps find out If he left New Mexico
to Fall River, Mass, I learned tions arlso wiy.be out again in due alone or with some other person, ana
into one of iu richest assets. First
In that way learn where ho may now
of all, they have discovered that rich that Doan's Kidney Pills had been a time.
western land is nioro suited to the household necessity in that city fori Professor Duff died from the effect be located. Ha corresponded regulrooueuun or tomatoes than the years. Naturally, when a person has of his wound at 7 o'clock, Saturday larly with me. I fear something has
happened to him. Thanking you in
worn lands of eastern states, which back ache themselves, and friends, evening.
require great expenditure for ferttl acquaintances and relatives contin-- j
The above nro the bare facts of this advance for your kind favor, J am,
MRS. D. A. KLEIN.
izers. Added to this, western farmers ually insist that a particular remedy most deplorable affair,
2211 Calbert street.
nave been educated to the point shall lie tried, you at last consent, l' As to the cause of this most unwhere they are willing to give up a used Doan's Kidney Pills and they fortunate encounter, we doubt if any
Not if as Rich as Rockefeller.
part of their large field crops for the stopped an aggravated attack of back one in this community, outside of the
If you lva';1 all the wealth of Rocke-more careful growing of tomatoes. ache, only one of many which have immediate members of the families of
r"'1('''- Ille Standard Oil magnate, you
wnicn bring greater returns.
occurred in the past. When I came, each of the participants in this duel couUl
not buy a better medicine for
Then, too, freight rates have had west brought with me a dozeu Doxes to the death have any knowledge
their effect. For a long time eastern of Doan's Kidney Pills, long before!' One thing Is certain, the private P0"'1'1 complaints than Chamberlains
Olivkra and Diarrhoea Remedy.
canners labored under strained condi they were so extensively known In differences of these two men was no ?
tions. The center of demand for their New Mexico as at present. I have affair of the Headlight's, and while hl "10t eminent physician can not
a o uer preparation tor
goods kept going gradually westward not the slightest hesitation In pub - IUiere is any amount of surmise aud,i"
and diarrhoea, both lor children
necessitating the payment of long litly stating that I know from expert - hurtful gossip going the rounds, doing
The unifor msuccess of
4lu
naui farms. Factories are now read ence as well as observation mat tills
K""u, m.-ii-.
lis remedy has shown It to be su
Justing themselves to conditions of remedy can be absolutely depended may satisfy the cravings of a gossiper,
population and avoid high freight upon in all cases of kidney complaint we have nothing to say regarding the perior to all others. It never fails,
rates by abandoning eastern plants causing back ache, lumbago, (r ouier matter, other than that it is tho opln- - and when reduced with water and
ana reminding in western locations.
symptoms which follow in the wake '" of all good citizens in this town s.-- 'ened, it Is pleasant to take.
Build New Plants In the Wet.
of that for tmi prevalent unnovance." llat too much has already been stated Kvi rv family should be supplied with
parties having no knowledge of ii. S..U1 by all druggists.
Several hundred new plants have
For pale by all dealers. Price CO
o- u; in the west in the Utst few
years. During the packing season of Y.. sole agents for the Fnited mates.
Professor Dickey and Profes- - ' nMn,r
I'joH alone, eight factories in Delas- -r
Duff are highly educated, cultured
RfsfpEr" Yd.A,r anta BntA
-and
Remember the
store at Santa
ware, ninety the in Maryland, and take no .Uher
:,!(
a"J well bred gentlemen, both were ''"- Idlers
was
and about $100
several mure in New York, which opmembers of the Presbyterian church
,,f poods stolen, consisting of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
erated in J!tn4. closed their doors and
and active workers In that institution
did no packing. When the next 'seaof Christianity.
Hoth were members muvc, razors, oyegiabses, comus, ci
gars and a general
( Homestead
miscellany of
Fntry No. C2!3.)
if tin. Maomin llr.lur fluff Iiart icllllir
son for packing begins, in the hitter
for hoboing
part of August nr September, It is Department of the Interior, Umd of- - )v being a Mason of high standing in uiall goods, suitable
way through the country, tays
lico at Santa Fe, N. M April 20, Mcdrortv Coinmandrv of this city.
thought by western puckers that sevlJt'd.
eral more (astern plants will have loThe deceased leaves a family con- - Hie S in. Several holoes were
l.ut no goods were found on
Notice is hereby Riven that the fol- - slstlng of a loving wife and two
cated in the west.
Tho goods evidently went out
named settler has filed no- - teresiinir iluuirhtrs. who have the
According to figures compiled
t' v, n with a gang, who took
tice of his intention to make filial heartfelt Kvmimthv
York experts, the taste of Amerof this whole
-- ';!
fix ight west. All the hoboes in
ican people for the ucetic qualities of proof in supports of his claim, and community in tills their great be- town have been lined up and suspi- the tomato lias increased to propor- thai said proof will be made before reavemeut.
tions never measured for It. Indeed, the I'nlted Slates Court Commissioner
Professor Dickey also has a loving bnis ones landed in jail. Mr. Dosler
the appetite of the country for the at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June wife and two little children, one a boy .offer $25 reward for the arrest and
Juicy red vegetable
lias grown so (!, 1'JuC, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Iipez.of of five years and the other an infant conviction of the guilty parties.
large that there Is doubt if thi sup- carpenter, Uernalillo county, New about one year old.
Fortunate Missourians.
ply now in the market will hold out Mexico, for the west half of tlies:nith- The brother of Professor Dickey, C.
until a new pack is made late in the west quarter of section 12, township I,. Dickey, arrived Sunday evening M "When I was a druggist, ut I.ivonla,
.." writes T. J. Dwyer.
now of
summer.
from his homo in Tyler, Texas, and Is
lo north, range 5 east.
Explain Shortage in Tomatoes.
He names the following witnesses unending closely at. the bedside of his ('t'i ville, Mo., "Hnee of my cus-'- l
During line, lte: ;ind licit there to prove his continuous residence brother.
is wire permanently cured of
Kinptloii by Dr. King's New Dis-- '
was anaverage annual pack, of 231,-- 9 vi in and cultivation oof KuiJ land,
Oiiu'inaily V. Frawia Duff came
, and a iv well and strong today,
3.728 cans of tatnatoes, but during viz.:
from 01, io of which state ho was
was trying to se',1 his property
1U05, because
'f bad weather condil.cimdi'o
Jaramlllo, Pedro Garcia, native, although for some fourteen
move to Arizona, but after using
tions and R shortage of the crop, the Fianriseo Olguln and Ilari Gutierrez, r fifteen years past ho has been n
N
v
biscovery a short time he found
pack was only 1 4,000,1100 cans, or all of Carpet r. New Mexico.
resldem (,f this territory and w
1
ii
t ssary to do &:
113,000,000 cans below the average.
retard Dr.
largely known in educational circles
MANl'KI. It. OTKHO,
Register. l ii re f. tn nit the southwest. He was a K.r.r'.i New Discovery as the most
Eastern experts, who are apprehenmedicine in existence."
t'u I
OF
sive abotit the supply have estimated
writer of considerable note; many of
EVERY COPY-Cough and Cold cure and
THE CITIZEN bis articles having been published in ' "
from the consumption in the last
east Tht. at and l.ung healer. Guaranteed
three years that ihn average Ameri- THIS WEEK IS WORTH $1 TO YOU. the leading periodicals of the eight
'" n:i druggists- - C'k- - and $1. Trial
can famUy uses fifteen cans of to- ASK J. D. EMMONS, THE FURNI- from lime to time. For the past
:.
s frt.t..
years he hai'. held the position of 11s- matoes a year. This year the scaling TURE MAN.
1

t

To Get More Strength
from Your Food

It needs only one Cascaret at a time
to stimulate all the
enough,
without purging, discomfort or loss of
nutrition.
So, if you want the same natural
walk In the country
action that a
would give you, (without the weariness)
take one Cascaret at a time, with Intervals
between, till you reach the exact condition you desire.

of people are starving with
full stomach.
You know, It's not how much
Eat, but how we Digest that
makes us Strong, or Brainy, or Successful.
When the Bowels are filled with undigested food we may be a great deai
worse off than if we were half starved for
want of Food.
Because, food that stays too long In the
Bowels decays there, Just as if it stayed
too long in the open air.

Bowel-Musei-

LOTS

six-mi- le

One Cascaret at a time will properly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue,
thus proving clearly its ready, steady,
sure, but mild and effective action.
A coming Headache can be warded off,
in short order, by a single Cascaret, and
the cause removed.
Heartburn,
In the throat, and Colicky feeling are sure
signs of Bowel trouble from food poisons,
and should be dealt with promptly.
One Cascaret will stop the coming
trouble, move on the Bowel load, and free
the Digestive Juices, If that one Cascaret
Is taken as soon as the first signs are
noticed.

Well, when food decays In the Bowels,
through delayed and overdue action, what
happens?
The millions of little Suction Pumps
that line the Bowels and Intestines then
draw Poison from the decayed Food,
Instead of the Nourishment they were
intended to draw.
This Poison gets Into the blood and,
in time, spreads all over the body, unles3
the Cause of Constipation is promptly
removed.
That Cause of Constipation 13 Weak,
or Lazy, Bowel Muscles.

g,

grow flabby
When your
they need Exercise to strengthen them
not " Physic" to pamper them.
There's only one kind of Artificial
s.
Exercise for the
Its name is "CASCARETS," and It3
price i3 Ten Cents a box.
Cascarets act like Exercise on the
Muscles of the Bowels, and make them
stronger every time they force these
Muscles to act naturally.
The stronger these Muscles propel the
food, the stronger does the friction of the
food act on the flow of Digestive Juices.
The more of these Juices that act on
food, the more Nutriment does that food
turn into, and the richer nourishment do
the little Suction Pump3 of the Intestines
draw out of it.
Bowel-Muscl-

es

Acld-ri6ln-

Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket
Cascaret Box with you constantly.
All Druggists
sell them over ten
million boxes a year, for six years past.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold in bulk.
Every
tablet 3tamped "CCC."

es

Bowel-Muscle-

IT" FREE TO OUR FRIENDS!

want to send to oar friends a beaotifnl
GOLD PLATED BONBON BOX.
in colors. It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
We

French-designe- d.

measure of good faith and to cover cost ot Cascarets,
717
with which tKls dainty trinket is loaded.
y,
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Sterling Remedy Company. Chicago or New York.
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LEGISLAWISCONSIN'S RADICAL POSITION ON RAILROAD
EVERYBODY
TION SHOWS HIM OUT OF LINE WITH
ELSE IN
IN
HIS
MAIDEN
OTHER SENATORS SCOLDED
CONGRESS
SPEECH.

Special CorresiMuidence
"Washington.

D.

C.

a business necessity. Every
person has some business to transact
and should have a checking account at the bank. .You i e at a
disadvantage without a Checking
account.
A checking account at the bank
enables vou to run your business
instead of your business running
you.
if you want to put system
Into your business. If you want to
have a complete record of your
business, If you want a receipt for
every bill you pay you should,
have a checking account.
It does not require a large sum
to start a checking account, Tho
bank furnishes the pass book and
tihe checks.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

A.

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

Bratina

General Merchandise and Real Ettato
For Sale.
FOR.

SALI3 General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash,
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, alKmt three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; best Irrigating conditions; raise anything; best soil in
the valley.
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees' tor
transplanting.
LOTS in different parts of the city.
ill sell chear 0:1 monthly payment
plan.

Special Record Breaking Offer.
TWO LOTS, one big store wnn full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms in store; large back
yard; barn, en.; wagon shod;
be use adjoining tho store.
Will
sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
Prices and otticr information desired mado know n on application In
person or writing to owner.

A.

Bratina

923 So.

:

May

is

E

LA FOLLETTE PROUD OF BEING

"A VOICE

A checking account

Albuquerque,

.".Sena-

tor Robert M. IjaFolIette has made
his maiden spooeh, and has been
"sized up" unfavorably by the senate.
Not that this matters to Senator
LaFollette.
The Wisconsin senator began his
speech with a dramatic defiance.
Noting tthe alisvnco of his colleague,
Senator Spooner. and the general ex-- j
odus of the other senators, he addressed heated words to the presid-- ,
ing officer, ending with tho threat
that the "future nicy sv these seats
permanently vacated, which are now
empty."
It was just luu'ch time when the
Wisconsin senator began. He start u
in his
in with a huge, manuscript
hand an unpromising thins in itself.!
Moreover, the s( nators had heard
there were '.in, 1100 words to be deliv-- j

Second St.
New

Mexico

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE t
OF CITY BUILDING

BONDS.

Sealed bids endorsed "Rid fJr City
Bonds" and tuldressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,n
will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Albuqueique, N. M., until 12 o'clock, noon, Juno 4, 1H06, for
an Issue or thirty thousand ($30,000)
dollars of city building
of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certified check for one thousand ($1,000)
dollars must accompany
each bid,
said sum to be forfeited to tho city,
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
in case of failure of performance by
him if his bid is accepted.
Said city building bonds ai'"1 to be
issued in tie denomination
f one
thousand ($l,fon dollars c u h, are
a rate not to exto beur inter, st
ceed four (4) pi cent er annum,
s than
and are to be sold nt V'l
their par value. 1! th prii.cipal and
interest are to lie paid
;n the first days of January :i:ul July
of each year.
Said bonds ore to be pay.i'.le at the
years
option of the city,
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The rU;ht is reserved t) reject any and all bids.
For further information, addresa
Harry F. Lee. City Cleii:. AlbuquerRuildlnK

'

erod.

more
It, was amusing to see the
considerate attitude of the senators
011 the second and third days of the
SK.V. noirr. m.
I .a
It was evident:
Folk-- ! to
that tho leaders did not like, to have with all
the members of congress who
the idea go to the country t'.uit they
Imvu struggling for two years
had been openly discourteous to the have
to secure the beginning of a real rate
0:10 senator who is probably closest
to the public heart on the rate issue. regulative bill. He Is entirely out of
Hoosevelt.
He
In its general effect 1)10 speech of ste with President
twmty limes the quantity
Senator iJiFolbitte was an attack on 'demands
. of regulation and legislation demanded
practically every member of the
All the rale bills so far pro- by the president.
o
The latter regards LaFollette us a
mised with all the amendments
far proposed are denounced by I .a-- ; theorist. He believed ll.irit to attempt que. N. M.
Hv order of the dtv co'incil,
Folk t;e as "mak.- shifts" and "worse at tbi.s time to secure what IaFo!Mte
demands iu the way of a rate bill
HARRY F. LKE, City Clerk.
than mrthing."
May 2, l'juo.
"I demand a real bill," he cried. "1 would be p'.u;. ing into the hand of
o
demand a bill which shall release the;;the railwavs by preventing the passMrs. Rambinl, at her parlors. No.
commerce of the country from the age of jtnv bill.
Umdage in which it is held by the! At pn .1 tit. tV. refore. the junior 20'J West Railroad avenue. Is prefealy treat
sena;
gp.it oiiimon carrier systems."
from Wisconsin cannot
be pared to give thorough
dressing, tret corns,
Some of the Hlnts made by
11. ire
s:ud in
than "a voice cryiner mint, do hair ingrowing
nails. She
Follette seemed 10 convince Semi or, In the wilderness." Ho has 110 fol- - bunions and
llailey, and one or two others. The lowinu, and Is practically alone In gives massage treatment and manlcur-ing- .
Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
one, for example, about the need firi his views en the burning Issue of the
of complexion cream builds up the
an amendment authorizing the com- hour.
complexion,
mission to make 1111 appraissal and
And be
'''I. - t.i 11J ,y the situa- skin and improves the to be injurinot
valuation of 'all railway proKrty in tion, lb'
rtain'y has, iii his recent and is guaranteed
prepares a hair tonic
the I'nlted Sta.tes. nut with such ai-- spot ch.
lie atraonism of all ous. She also
Follette showed that it li: ( .11.
roval.
that cures and prevents dandruff and
Yiair fulling out; restores li e to dead
would be impossible to cun.- to any'
1I1 finite
hair; removes moles, warts rind
conclusion as t. 1,1. e reasonhair. Also a face powder,
ableness of a late until the it al value
Il.j 44
I'.'
uim.tturkl
( the carrying com; .my's property
cure and pimple cure and pile
eut. .ti. .114, tre-i.lA J? I. I 1.. l a..,.'' I !i I. ;e ' 11.I'
x'. in.ii.t
ur
were known. The Hepburn bill.
cur.'. All of these preparat! .i:s are
IU Mil''! UllHS,
:t HI I'
i:ure!y vegetable compounds.
fe", Ut. i Hut
Have
triu
would result merely in
i'Ht tuvfi-i- f
J.ist added a vibrator machine
for
rates to a utiifrom leu I, which, he
'
i
treatment rf scalp, face, and cure cfp
said, would lee:! higher, rather tlitm a.
wrinkles. It Is also used for ibeuuia
lower, level t f Jill lb present oue.
l.tKolle'.ie is out of s'.-l.,.'M( i..iuu ItuMHib I turn, pains nui niuss.ifce.

la folletti:.

--

seinl-annuall-

')

S"n-iite-

:

1.1-

1

.i

u.

.

U U
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Denver

& Rio Grande will be In the
With two ronds grading, and
Farniington made the Junction point
from the main line to the coal fields,
our people can figure on a busy turn-nwTho Southern l"noifie people
have men on tho ground, and are also
getting active. It Is nfe to say there
will bo romethtng doing up the San
Juan In a few days.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

Wd.

THiS CHANCE

TO

SE-

M

CURE BARGAINS IN

H
M

S S

H A R N

SADDLES
BRIDLES

Full Set of Teeth
$6.00
Gold Crowns
(1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Painless Extracting ...,50c
ALL

WORK

PAGE SEVEN.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
I.IVERY,

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

LIKELY

We are offering lorae very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly ray you to got out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

TO GO UP.

GOOD

'

"LITTLE" OWNER

layTrsT

No.

Into Yours
Our Top Burgle and
Runabout! mast mora
We need the floor
space for another car.
It's a time to help
yourself by helping na.
$46.00 to $108.00

TABLE

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $123.00; now
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140,001 now
52.50 ta i?rnn
We are also quoting yery low prices on Surreys, SUnhopee, Con- -'
cords, Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc Out of town business sollcitedv
Write for catalogue and prices

STEAM

CARPET
CLEANING
THORNTON Thm Cleaner
Cleans everything.
Ho is tho
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-in-

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner First and
Road.

g

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
N. M. Pronrt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 P street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobton.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Suraeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, overi
me uoiaen Kuie Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

th-a-

BUCKED SENATOR ELKINS

Pocket

BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
B. F. CO PP.
ROOM 12, N. T. AHMIJO BUILDING

2.

Our

Out

FER STABLES.
Horses nnd Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE (flTY
Second Street, bitween Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

ELITE CAFE

What It Means to Albuquerque to Be
on Transcontinental Lino and
Have a Good Hotel.
"Very few people realize tho advertising Albuquerque gels bv being
on the transcontinental line of the
Santa Fe. All you have to do Is to
nuntlon the name, and the rejoinder
generally Is. anywhere In tho United
SlaUs:
'Oh. yes: Tve been there.
They have a big hotel there.' This
Is the opinion they get by passing
through."
This, from F. If. Irks, of tho International 1'uper company, of Now
York, carries more
ordinary significance with It. Mr. Parks passed
through tho cl!y this morning on train
No. 2 In the Santa Fe's private car

AND ETC.

oo0'0'of

i

SALE. FEED AND TRANS

PARKS SAYS PAPER IS

LAP ROBES

HOW THE

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUEKQUE

MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906.

and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street.

Tijeraa

V

XXXXXXXXXX
Albuquerque

Thos. F. Kelelicr
PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES,
leather, Harness, Saddles, Iap
Dusters, Whii, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Casa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Foundry and

Machine

Works

R.
HALL. Proprietor
Iron ai,d Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can. ihafUan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit MeUl; Columns and Iron front for
Buildings.
Rmpmlru on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Bpaclmlty
Toundry east side of railroad tvack.
. Albqarse, K. U.

Whtn asked what, connection he
had with the Santa Fe, to have a
private car. Mr. Parks said: "Noth- conducting the case of the railways ling; only the International! Paper
BEING A LEAF FROM THE PROBE Bninf th m onW
company is a big shipper."
INTO THE DOINGS OF RAIL
Mr. Parka and party were returnAU
f which, pors to show that ing east from spending the winter
IN
ROADS
THE MINING RE-- !
,s ,a finc an
at the Coronado hotel at Coronado
GIONS FULMEN RELATES HOW
,el'rn Band.E'k'n
THIRD STREET
bji ideal person to safe-H- beach.
WAS "UP AGAINST IT." AND!g,mrd the interests of
people
"Yea, paer Is going up. You tuec.
tie
SAW HIS FINISH BY A GREAT against the railways a lovely Ftates- - material is getting scarce. Wo make
man to draft reform rate bills.
paper out of spruce and hemlock,
LIGHT.
All Kind
of Fresh and Salt Meats.
brought to us from Maine and CanGeneral Bailding Supplies
REFUSE ENTRY To
Steam Sausage Factory.
ada, and these woods are getting
Spociia.1 Correspondence.
MANY MEXICANS. scarce, and then we dont have any
EMIL KLEINWORT.
"Washington, D. C, May 5. "I was
trouble finding a niarkxt for all the Wail.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
up against the wall," he declared Ir- Immigration
Bureau Turns Back paper we can make."
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
Numerous Laborers at Bridges.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
This waa what Mr. Parks paid. In
ritably. "I 'was at my string's end.
80S
No.
Railroad
avenue,
answer to the question If It wore true
Office
1
It. was the end.
I vraa circled.
8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p.1 m.: 1:30
The Immigration
force Is kept titiait there was likely to be a raise In hours,
THE CELEBRATED
V: X STcjTac;
p. m. to 6 p.- m. Telephone 462. Ap
wanted It over."
rather busy those flays Inspecting the price of paper.
cf e pa,1 rin4T"
polntments made by mail.
The speaker was a stock
one Mexican immigrants who are
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, of the Alfor admission to the United
of too plain people, a man with a
PHYSICIANS."
I
Eastern Railway company,
red face and a way of jerking out States, in accordance with Instruc- buquerque
passenger
was
a
Santa,
for
this
Fo
DR. R. L. HUST,
Uunt things that made the opposing tions from the department at Wash morning.
-- SPECIAL ATTENTION
The colonel says that
ington, to turn back all who have not
lawyers uneasy.
GIVEN TO
Torrance, of Pennsylvania, will
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
OUR
"You approved of the contents of the funds required of foreigners when
DEPART
In
be
territory
Tuberculosis
a
within
the
few
weeks
treated with
MENT.
suggested
the agreement?"
genana
Electrical Current and Gernine,
T
SLn,,tr.n roi-lrIn t.ho nil nt 4n a.va 5r.rt
inai uie
Plbnn. f H'
's corning for no other purpose micide. Treatments given each day
denied admission at this port.
VerginJa, persuasively.
HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR8
a.
m.
from
to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
completion
Prepare
to
for
of
the
The lurs were raised at the
Bottled In Bond.
RIAGE TRIMMING.
"Agreed!" snapped the witness. "I
In attendance.
,no
Eastern,
Albuquerque
Both
'phones.
agreed like tie bull agree that has most of people in Arizona nnd New
OH. W. G. SHADRACH,
ALL WORK GUARANTEED. FIG.
a ring in his nose. Of course I agreed. Mexico, who complained that the
JT
E Do,
tran dispatcher f,r
URE WITH US.
I came when the string was pulled." Mexicans were proving very trouble- - th(? Canyon llno
his Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
has tendered
77: St
V
'
XKK.1P'VIW
ib
nuuui-iiiii, jnterrupreci mo lawyer, wnn
I'urt vi uiusu
Throat.
a mildly placative air, "the contents territories, refusing to work, and With his family, iho will immexlitely Oceulist nnd and
Dlsyilers.
KORBER & CO.,
Aurist
for
Santa
coat,
Fe
of the agreement were approved by making nuisances of themselves. El luifn frit "n lif
l' nrtil off
eti 1a'. lines. Offlce, 313
West Railroad
FRANKFORT, KY.
COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER, AVE
you. You knew what it meant. Can
ing a trout fishing trip, will locate in avenue.
"
This cry that the natives of Mexico Ixs AnRoles. Qn Thursday, evening
you say whether it provided
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 6
best,
dont
citizens,
,
make
of
tho
provided,"
knowi
"You
what it
does:,,i
h
P. D
go
up
only
In
Mexico
New
snapped tibe witness again.
and
"You ict
MELINI & EAKIfJ
Mr. and M is. C. C. Hull in their
""UNDERTAKER
drawed It. You drawed it for Sen- - Ar.zona, nut me wan is Heard as honor at Williams.
Sole Agents.
far
as
Missouri,
paid
KanFas
you?
and
fast
And he
ator Elkins. didn't
Auto, 'phone 31fi.
Colo. Red 115.
WE FILL
where many of them have been ship-- i
you for 1t?"
C. B. Watts, master mechanic for
Albuquerque, N. M.
A. BORDERS,
Presently 1P1 and employed at railroad work, the S:Mita Fe at WiH'a.T.s. ia onjoy-h-- Mr. Faulkner
fidgeted.
Automatic Phone, 199.
City
Undertaker.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
bill now pending, before con-- ; Ing a visit from his brother, T. B. Commercial
dropped the witness and with-jT1,Club
Building. Black
gross, in which all immigrants will Watts, who is a conductor on the
drew from the room.
and
203 WEST RAILRO AO AVEwhite
$5.
hearse,
be required to have $50 or the equiv-- , Illinois Central railway out of IjOuIs- At Consistent
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
ARCHITECTS.
'
possession
in
bis
thereof
Ky.
The little drama took place in the
PIONEER BAKERY
COMMERCE, o & o o
Prices
ha will be allowed to enter he
audi nee room of the Interstate Com-'F.
W.
Spencer
SIMON
Proprietor.
BALLING.
and V. O. Walling
A Mountain of Gold
vnerco Commlslon. which was delving United States, would have quite the'
ford,
rooms
46
(Successor
to
Balling
47.
Bros.)
building
into 'to subject of railroad operations desired effect at the port of El Paso, could not bring as much happiness to Albunuerquo. N. M. Barnett
Both 'phones
XXXXXXX)OOOOOCXDOCXDOOC)000
Hundreds of peones are shipped into Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis.,
jn
.&!.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
LAND MATTERS.
The witness was A. C. Fulmer, a t1 country for railroad work, who as did one 25c box of Bucklen's
We desire patronage and we guarWootton & Myer,
Indention cnral oiirrator. who are so short of funds that t.hcv have nica Salve, when it completely cured
H. W. S. Otero,
antee first class baking.
was ihere to tell what happened when to S(t cigarette tobacco from the com-- ' a running sore on her leg, which had
United
States
Court
Commissioner,
years.
ner
Greatest
long
lunureu
27 South First Street, Albuquerque.
ho bucked United States Senator Pany supply nouse on credit.
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
stepnen u. iiKins.
matters
before
SANTA FE ROAD WILL
the
office
land
druggists.
25c
nil
Sores.
at
and
TOTI A GRADI
o
SINK DEEP WELL.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
"Judge Dayton sold me out."
LAKE
Di
inTO
BOSTON
Tho
THE
News
SHORE
reliably
is
in
Estancla
alers
Groceries, Irovi.slonK, Hay,
There was a scurrying among (ne
CT
AND RENTALS
VERY LOW RATES.
J. R. Farwell,
Grain and Fuel.
-lawyers. One of them was to 1ne; formed that an attempt for artesian!
Room 23. N. V. Armljo Building.
Wines,
Imported
Fine
of
Line
Liquors
CO
Tescue, in this wise:
1,
trip,
plus
One
fare
for the round
it,
n h
Ranches and Farms
and Cigars. Place your orders for
3
NOTARY PUBLIC.
,
"What the witness means is that soon as uthe macihinerv
iifii cnin r i a v a i tn .1 tinn u. in r. 11
this line with us.
i inn
it h fivif n-nfiii 11
Kiiiii 'i
limit, by aojx8iting
Key.
CO
the ooure of his r:IVThos. K. D. Maddlsort,
was tha d"cree of the arbitration of marks durine
213
Correspondence Solicited.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
while at Willardi last. week. ticket, July 15.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
t
Judge Dayton.'
,
,1
123 S. Third St.,
opijonumiv iu r
ho th
Cn
c
Jn
Gold avenue.
When, he was permitted to resume u 1
England,
vac,lon in
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
a
,05
o
G.
&
it w.as to tell, in his own way. how
AIfeep weU at that iSSt
WrIt
.
VETERNINARIAN.
Burrows. T. P. A.,
OOOOCOCX)OCX30COCOCXDCXDCX30
in
it. came alxrot that Ju.Ure Davion of
enth and Wam)t
Dr.
'"
"
agents
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Sole
L.
Goods
Casino
for
, ."''XJ
Canned
Schneider.
th o federal court lit West
;
Waj-Mo.,
v.
Cit
for full nariic ulars.
&.
Office, 424 North 'Second street
"fiisui
,, - m, aim- ren - .1. Lvnch.' nassencer
"sol d him out. " Tho siorj ran shout!
Ja. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
.
traffic man- - Phrncs
j.ui.
fx- ager,
.vimv oi uiivt-- .
Auto., 311 : Colo., niack 35
ui
boden's Granite Flour.
iuiuit
Chicago.
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
e
be
water
would
Residence 'phone, Auto.. 747.
"It was onlv a ffw week, ago-j- ust
LOANS.
6Uf"
3
last March, ft was in Senator ECkins' ,'l'jtt?
Deaths. from Appendicitis
. 8Ta,fJC,ne
Automatic phone 451.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER"
power
Staple
Jb'ancy
in the same ratio that the
decrease
committee room up at the apltol.
Rcom 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
At Enclno 1 uso of Dr. King's New Life Pills in- ,t0
sitting in ho outer room. As I ray, I "tnT3
A. L. Morgan.
Groceries
mio n, t'ievaii tani:
!,
1-tr. !t1i f.n.1 of mv strinz.l by u ''-The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
1
J,,,m.pln!?' .whMl gravity will agnin ant, ,,rlnB niI,k nm, nan,es, release TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates
a
and wanted the thing closed up I
are Hllltboro Creamery Butter Best on
n tnrol,fe'h PlDes toi from constipation
)Le
grow- - cheerfully furnished; job work solicand
ills
had spent all the money I had and all
the
'
v augnan
or
Karth.
1
i,i
nn ih flsrht.
in
fng cut of it. Strength and vigor al- ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
1 his Is a great, undertaking.
but ways follow their use. Guaranteed 911 North Second street, AlbuquerUP TO DATE SIGNS
wvil a I was sittine there, who
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
ltne
anv-whcn
oanta
que, N. M.
by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
&i,i,i ,nmo in hnt Jiid Tiavion. He thing it is not Fe undrtakes
214 South Beeonff Street.
by
done
halves. It is
walked right into the Inside room. the general opinion that
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
artesian'
In a minute Senator Klkins came. He water will
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reasonable
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been
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Dayton to act as referee. Well, he Ust
INSURANCE.
throughout
valley.
the
go
that,
would
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by,
he
went
ho
eald as
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaIN HONOR OF THE
SCREEN TIME
1n and sjieak to Judge Dayton. In a RIO GRANDE SURVEYORS
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
together.
a
Then
Door
here.
they
came
out
Window
and
minute
avenuo.
IN THE SAN JUAN.
ecreene made to order.
wo three sat down, light there at the
Tho arrival the firet of the week of
t.a,ble
committee
In
the
end of the
a number of Denver & Rio Grande'
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
M. DRAGOIE
room. Judge Dayton said he was will- surveyors with camp supplies, tranPrice
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ing to act as referee. Ho said, I
Dealer In
sits and tools and tho movements
0UGHS and
50e$1.00
that, he would try to settle that have followed, Indicate that
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Free Trial.
GRAND ELECTRIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS IN LINE
there
Then Will h ynilli1'
U. as between man and man.
.r mrkfnn.
vti nwifn
INSURANCE, REAL. ESTATE
agree-- 1 short opder
GORGEOUS FL0KAL PAkAOE
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
DAY FIRE WORKS
Barest and Uuickest Cure for all
they fixed up this contract
In(HcatIons now
NOTARY PUBLIC.
,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
.Judge
Dayton
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A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
,.(,
Room 5, Cromwell Illock, Albuquerque 300 North Broadway, corner of Washor MONL'l BACK.
me out."
and it would bo eafe to U-- that the
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
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methods. He had a few thousand dollars his own and the money of niem-ler- s
BMKSiy1
Xffi3S3J
tSSSS
cssws
iusjJ&m
'EBtaSBr'
uaaot
tXSO
of his immediate family. He bad
fa?,xx.
axvstrv,
rfna.Trnw
kz.loasszaiB.
.etTTTfc,
afSrxmtt
.KSrStt
Virginia
a few acres of good Went
coal land, and he had th hardihood
larsBsTOtv
to supiKise that he misfit develop this
mfrV
into a coal mine and sell the coal.
minFulnier's neighbors in the coal
ing business chanced to be the United
Slates senator from Wost Virginia,
rated at aloiit forty millions, and
chairman of the Interstate Commerce
committee of the senate. Elkins operated a coal company under the
name of bis son. II, owned a spur
lino leading into this coal region'
Cut-o- ff
the Morganitrwn & KingwoDd railway
which furnlHhed the only outlet for
this coil to the Baltimore & Ohio
Bd133 is 31 miles
system.
N. M.,
Main Line of
from Chicago,
Mr. Fulmer found that it was useCity,
Angeles,
Los
Francisco,
El
less to mine coal, as he could cet
Old
Mexico
The
no cars to t.ike it. to market.
B. & O. officials furnished pler.ty of
carv. but tluy all went to the Elkins
mines. There were practically none
for Fulmer. When Fulmer complained, he was told to bell. He tried litiOf 1,000 Duslnes
lots, rlze 20x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
and rid-i- e
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school house,
;
gation. That co.--t money and did not
churcbes. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three koteU,
improve ihe service on the M. & K.
rulvjienti, Mc. Helen is t ie largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated'
Pi
He felt he was being
railroad.
squeezed.
i I
And all this time EiUir.s was delibF9T LIMITrn EXPRESS. WAIL AND FREIGHT TRAIN3 OF THE SANTA t E ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND 8QUTH.
erating in his committee and in the
Hi
measures
proper
on
senate chamber
He
effored
sre
in tbe center of the city, well graded, (many 0r them Improved by cultivation) ; no sand or gravel.
s
:of
a
mop,
bakery,
We
need
apainst
tailor
people
shoe
bouse.
Jeweler,
plumbing
saoe.
the
dear
mill.
slaalai
for protecting
wcti ts"1. drug!o'e. harnt?Ei sSop. etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.
railway combinations.
conference
little
cam.the
Then
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
ji'k-- in th- - irivaie
with, the
on
li!
office of the H'liitio ci'tiiiiii't"
AT
APPLY
AND
MAP
ONCE
TO
SECURE
WISH
THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
FOR
YOU
PRICES,
IF
commi n e. Then the agreement pr.pers were drawn, says Fulmer, by former Senator Charles J.
Faulkner of W.-- t Virginia. This the
man Governor Cuniiiiins f Iowa
the liea.i of the railroad
JOHN BECKER,
WM. M. BERGER.
lobby tight in
Roosevelt's rale
haiil.
who,
he
the gentleman
aa
sawrao' bxzssgt
"sat at Senator Elkln' elbow." i:;irli:p
olsscji- Th
ifauo.
a
those
fcial
afrtV.-"BEZiva.
atoiA. 0ors.sam.
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Meat Market

SCREEN DOORS
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Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

Los Angeles, May 21, 1906
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The Futme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lu sated on

the Belen

of The Atchison. Topeha

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&.

II

Santa Fe Railway

the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Paso and
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ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

EVENING

CITIZEN.
WANTED, STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. w. MASTERS,
7:45
118 Gold Avenue.

TONIGHT

LOCAL AND

MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906.

AT
RALLY
O'CLOCK. AT HIGHLAND METH.
ODIST CHURCH.

TEMPERANCE

1MCRSONAL

Once upon a time a man
bought a pair of our

o
FOR SALE.

One buggy horse, harness and rubber tired buggy. Also one good draft
horse. Apply to W. W. Strong.

Tonlg'it at 7:4." o'clock, a
rally will lm held at the
Highland Methodist church, to t
4 4 V 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Fair tonight and Tuesday; warmer 4 which rvi ry one Interested
In 4 4
4
in southeast portion.
at4
4 this great cause, Is invited to
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
pretend. Rev. J. M. Sollie will
Sunrise, 5:02; set, 6:51; length, 13
side.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
49
hours and
minutes; sun 4 minutes t
Song service commences at '4
4
set
fast. Moon
this morning at 4:39,
7:45.
shining nearly all night. Tomorrow
4
Solo, by Mr. MK'oy.
the moon will full at 8:55 in the mornR xirt of the conference com- Thoy enhance tlio beauty of your now dross, bring you In
Che-neing. Wednesday will be Pesah
mittec on t'lnperance, followed
In the Jewish calendar.
Saturday 4 by a general discussion of tho
accord with the bright sunshine of spring, and malio you
'
night experienced heavy wind and
mbject.
pleased with yourself.
1 IB Gold Avenue
much dust. Fine prospect for rain 4
Rev. W. W. Havens, superln- yesterday was dissipated about 10:30,
4
1e:rdent of the
Their cost is but small, as compared with the satisfacwas
and the remainder of the day
i !..
4 league, for New Mexico and Ari- 4 Glasses
ideal. The present has been a de- 4 zrma, will follow with a short 4
tion and wear t'riey give.
lightful day, warm and with little 4 address on tern. ranee, nnd tho
Adjusted.
Tested.
wind.
work accomplished by Uie Anti- WHITE CANVAS OXFORDS, LIGHT OR HEAVY SOLES, WHITE OR
'4
4 Saloon Ioague.
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25
LEATHER HEEL
Mrs. ". F. Arfrs ha gone to CaliThe temperance people would
LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES
fornia for a short visit.
GRAY CANVAS OXFORDS, LEATHER HEEL, LIGHT SOLE
like to see the church crowded 4
J. H. Murphy was visit inn in this 4 tonight, and cordially extend an 4
$1.25, $2.00
city yesterday from Window.
4 Invitation to everybody to at- - 4
OUGHT,
TICKETS
SOLO
TAN OXFORDS. LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLE, LOW, MEDIUM OR
T. Smith of San Marci.-i- l Is in 4 tend.
tr.
I.
HIGH HEEL
$1.65, $1.75, $2.25, $2.50, $3.00
AND EXCHANGED
4
Albuquerque for a brief
Hon. U. R. Rodey has rwurued from
BLACK VIVI K'.D OXFORDS, LIGHT
Association Office
EXTENSION SOLE,
ALL
I
n brief business trip to S inta Fe.
Transactions
.$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00
STYLES 0" HEEL
well known to a number of
Ouarantttd
having made her home
J. J. Rutherford of Saiija Fe spent
BLACK GUN METAL OXFORD, PLAIN TOE, EXTENSION SOLE
Sunday In this city, returning home here for some time, prior to her mar- ROSENFIELD'S,
W.
R. R. Ave.
8
$3.50
this morning.
riage, when she was Miss French. Mr.
magazine
prominent
Jenney
a
is
.T.
11.
Stone, the piano man, Is abPATENT KID OXFORD, LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLE
35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER,
sent from the city on a business trip w riter.
$2.75, $3.00, $3.50
to Gaum and C.aliup.
Attorney and Mrs. A. .1. MiUhell EVERY DAY, EXCEPT 8UNDAY, AT
RESTAURANT, FROM 12
Morgan O. fylewellyn, surveyor gen- have gone to Los Angeles. It Is un- ZEIGER'S
NOON TO 2 P.'M.
Ufia
eral, of Santa Fe spent the clay In the derstood tho health of Mrs. Mitchell
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
is not very good, and the trip Is made
city transacting business.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
Gua Klrchner, of the Jaffa Grocery for her benefit. They will probably the news.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' company, left last night for a month's be absent this summer.
R. H. Hawkins, local manager of the
grocery store, are sure to bring the pleasure trip to California.
Postal Telegraph company, and family
left
J.
A.
horse
trainer,
Smith,
the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
this morning for Tuttle, I. T., where are spending a few days in the Pass
they enter. This Is because we al- he expects to take to himself a wife. City, for the benefit of Mrs. Hawkins'
health, she being a sufferer from a
ways procure the best manufactured.
Kdward Price of Socorro was a vis- spring attack of hay fever.
We find out first what brands are re- itor In the Aetropolls yesterday,
The Needles Eye says: E. W. Spenthe day with his sister, Mrs. cer,
liable end personally guarantee them. spending
who has been confined to his
13.
U
Stern.
home for the past, several weeks. Is
Mrs. J. G. O'Meron of 906 North able to be out again and was seen
Third street Is enjoying a visit from nn our streets this week, although
her daughter, Mrs. Jack Maginnis of hobbling along with crutches.
Duluth, Minn.
Manuel Gonzales has purchased
A. M. Ghost of Denver, a heavy through P. F. McCanna the real esSUITS FOR MEN AND YOUTHS.
owner of Albuquerque real estate. Is tate and Insurance man. the Mrs. W.
Noa. 118 and 120 South Second street In tho city looking after his business
V'!!
We have placed on. sale all our
McClellan residence property at
Interests.
the corner of South Third street and
Men's and Youth's Suits, that 6old
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Fleischer of Huning avenue, consideration private.
up to $17.50, at the extra low price
San Francisco, who went through the
George Dehn, the electrician, ac
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
of $12.50 the suit. See the big
earthquake and fire, are In the city companied by his wife, left this mornvisiting relatives.
window display of these suits.
ing for Kenoshla, N. Y., where Mrs.
Mrs. A. V. Tegner und Mrs. Kath- - Dehn will visit her parents, while Mr.
erine Oreason left on Saturday even- Dehn will endeavor to acquire adThe gray is the popular color in
ing to spend the summer in Los
ditional knowledge of the electrical
a suit this season. We are showARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF
and vicinity.
business In Chicago.
ing a big line of these suits, which
Mrs. Earl L. Knight of Needles, Cal.,
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Trotter left on
The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
have Just been received from the
has arrived In the city for a visit the limited yesterday for California.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
big clothing manufacturing estabwith
mother,
Mrs. L. J. Hummel They will visit San Francisco first
her
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
on West Silver avenue.
lishments of the east.
and then Los Angeles. Mr. Trotter exEach In Its data appropriate for weddings gifts.
Every suit guaranteed for style,
The family of Charles Mainz, spe- pects to return in about ten days or
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'Tie a
cial officer for the Albuquerque board two weeks, but Mrs. Trotter will reship and durability.
workman
of health, are expected to arrive In main at Los Angeles for sometime.
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.
Detroit,
of
today.
Avery,
capitalist
city
a
from
Isleta
John
the
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
Probate Clerk Walker this after- Mich., and one of the heavy stockholders
of the American Lumber comnoon Issued a marriage license to
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
George F. Powers and Miss Anna pany, 1b In the city the guest of W.
P. Johnscon. president of the comHorn, both or Albuquerque.
pany. Mr. Johnson returned to the
Dr. Mary Dryden, physician at the city
morning from a western busiBattle Creek, Mich., sanitarium, has ness this
trip.
arrived In the city and will be the
Mrs. Wl H. Greer expects to leave
guest of Dr. Mary Hunter for three
tomorrow night for El Paso and
weeks.
thence oyer the Rock Island for ChiC. V. Fiant, a young railroad emIf not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturcago, where she will meet Col. Greer
ploye of Gallup, was here last Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
return with him to this city. Mrs.
day, and yesterday spent the day with and
intended to go to Chicago via
In Hear canyon. He returned Greer
friends
Fe, but after several trials,
Santa
the
2- - Quart
Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
65o
to Gallup last night.
It Impossible to secure Pullman
found
3- - Quart
iueaKHUHJiiiijmtujMi
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday ........75c
B. M. Williams of I.as Vegas, a den- reservation here.
90o
tist, has arrived in Albuquerque and
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday
.J. Weatherby of Grant county
W
O
will make this city his future home, hns arrived in
the city for the purpose
opening offices over the M. Mandell of
o
They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must remeeting
attending
stockholders'
tho
clothing store ut once.
duce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
of the Mogollon Gold nnd Copper comDr. A. Wl Lomana San Franciscan pany, which was held this morning in
March 24 and the time one day only. Mall orders will be accept'
r
who was In th;it city during the great the company's offices in the Commer
ed at the above prices.
catastrophe, has arrived In the city cial club building. T. .1. Curran, presand intends opening offices over tho ident of the company. Is also here
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY CO , Druggists
H c
x
Mayuard-Hickojewelry store.
the
from New York nnd attended
.3
Herman Swltzcr has returned from meeting this morning.
Q oo
a business trip to El Paso, where he
In ail probability one of the finest
opened tho Harvey sytem curio room ska". Ing rinks in the southwest will
in the new union depot. He will leave be opened in this city the cumlng fall.
for the Tass City again tonight.
A young
gentleman with means is
Dr. W. G. Shadrach, the oculist, left now In the city and Is making all
Hi? has se
Saturday evening for Washington, I. necessary arrangements.
o
C, from whence he will go to the cured prices for skates and all other
home of his mother In Virginia. The needed paraphernalia, and estimates
doctor's mother is reported seriously that the business will cost him, before
ill.
a skate is put on at least $l,5u0.
F. It. Schwentker, manager of the
Comfortable slippers and Juliettes
Albuquerque branch of the Pacific
South First Street
115,
They rest the foot and
Mutual Jjl'e Insurance company of for women.
GailifonUa., returned yesterday from a take tho biggest part of drudgery out
At the same
successful trip to Phoenix and Pres-cott- , of your housework.
time tliev look neat 'and dainty. Prices
Ariz.
range from $1.10 to $2. C. May's
John D. Hughes, tho architectural shoe
314 West Railroad ave
draughtsman, went to Santa Fe this nue. stoije,
morning to enter the employe of ConN. M.
tract Joseph Rutherford. He had just
The ladles of the German Lutheran
returned from a successful stay in church will hold a coffee social FriCalifornia and Arizona.
day afternoon, in Odd Fellows' hall,
Joseph McCusker, foreman for the from 2 until 5 o'clock. Everybody is
D.
,
J. Ii. Hell company and a prominent Inviud to attend and partake of an
THE
elegant
lunch.
member of the Knights of Columbus,
has gone to San Francisco to join his
FIXD
THE CMCKtRINU MORE
family, who went through tho terrible
earthquake and Hie.
Wherever you go, you will find the
Two plain drunks were ail that the
RAILROAD AVE.
Saturday night and Sunday drag net piano store that represents Chicker-in- g
& Sons to bo the best place to
hauled ir.to police court this mornDiamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
ing. Kacli was given tho usual $5 or look for pianos of less expensive
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
five days, and went Ms way to the grade.
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
'1 lie
name Chlckering Is in Itself
rock pile rejoicing.
nervous
vision, headache
and
, nliimst a guarantee of that store's
Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles Jenney Ol
I, . .
ApKintment3
strain.
..f.J,. .!...,
made at
Fresno, Cal., were In the city a short its advice as to tho other mates it
Ynnn's drug store.
time Saturday night. Mrs. Jenney is handles. In New Mexico the Chlck-e- i
in'-- solely
by
is represented
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Yf

tSr KAILBOAPAVL.

tern- -

DAY AND WEATHER.
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Buy a Pair of Our Dainty
Oxfords for Women

L,

Douglas Shoes
and he wore them, and wore them, and wore them
and wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them, and wore them, and wore them.
In the meantime his son grew to manhood nnd
bought a pair of shoes "Just like father'd," and ho
wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them, and wore them, and wore them, and
wore them.
About this time the grandson began wearing a pair
of our Special Douglas School Shoes, and he wore
them nnd wore them, and wore them, and wore theui
and wore them.
Now all these shoes have been laid aside for use by
the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth
generations.
You certainly get your money's worth when you buy
our shoes.
Douglas Shoes $3 50 Pair, Oxfords, too.

t

Bebber Optical Co.

Anti-Saloo-

'V'UO

''

l(HtH(iUitt( '' R.R

vi.-dt-

1

1

$TE.RN
SIMON
Railroad Avenue Glottal
os

Clothing
The Golden Rule
Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving
Rapid Selling of Men's and Youths9 Suits

'U'J9

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Maynard Co.

FINE DRESS SHIRTS.
We are showing an Immense
display of fine Dress Shirts, wltfli
and without collars. In Percales,
Fancy Madras, Brilllantlnes
and
China Silk, from 75c to $4.50 each.

An-ge-

Do You Use

In Men's Underwear, we are
showing a big line from the very-loprice of 50c a suit, to the very
finest, at $3.50 the suit. Extra good
values at $1 the suit.

HARDWARE

z

.

f

CEMENT, SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

U3,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

rt-

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

LUMBER,

Wl

P 2

I

3 o

O
C5
W

O

3

40 J, 403 North First Street

Albuquerque,

S. T. VANN 0.

Diamond

Palace

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN

x-

PRESIDENT OF
NEW

.1

Men's Clothing...
Clothes give you fit and
style. Without either, they would be a cipher.
The best cloth, the best linings and silks and
velvets don't make fine clothes. But mix
them like the painters' colors, with brains,
and they take shape and grace and beauty.
Stein-Bloc- h

The

e
years
tailors for
have been using their brains in making
Stein-Bloc- h

their clothes.
119

Wett Cold

Suits From

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
lu nieinlior, Kureka is the only lime
'
re that will not pop, crack or
See that It Is
in the wall.
'iiri.'i in your contract.

$12.50
to

o-

.

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

Suits for Sale
fi

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
Second

l

E.

REFRIGERATORS

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Wimlow screens, 7 cents per foot.
A homo made door, with trimmings,
r f l.'Ju.

are making window screens all
ns strong as
"r ise, together, andsquare
a ilner for 7 cents a
foot. A
or
that
door,
w
uuMnst any door shipped In here
frota the cast", together with trim-- :
'air.-- s,
$1.25.
We iimi.-.-i
Ihe regular slum made
sere, n
lhat have alwavs cost.
..',,r, J2.0I) to $2.::., for $ I. fill.
SUPERIOR LUjM n E R AND
PLANING MILL CO.
VVi

fr

dim

:"

& COMPANY

''"Ty

l

EUREKA COTTON

'7

WfiSTiS

WIPE WINDOW

;

galvanized; z:
POULTRY NETTING

jT-l!-

j

ii

SCREENS

:

.

HSE

iv--

ICE CREAM

FREEZERS

157.

fifty-on-

For Rent

o

IF YOU
NEED A CARPENTER
TELEPHONE C. E. MAPLES, BLACK

Full Dress

ivicintosh
hardware:
J. POST
Successors to

GO lift pa in y

HAHN & CO.

TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

$30.00

or

-

MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

TAXES
ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

IN

NEW MEXICO.

Eye Sight
Specialist

,

Our

...

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

RITT

mi

MEN'S UNDERWEAR.

Whitney company

a Fountain Syringe

First and Marquette,

wm

"'

'

r

RUBBER HOSE

,N"':

GARDEN TOOLS

'

.

lJJ
;

J

"V

.

.

SPADESTISHOVELS

raises
GARDEN BARROWS

21 G West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

M

